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HOMOTOPY EXACT SEQUENCE FOR THE PRO-ÉTALE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP I
MARCIN LARA
ABSTRACT. The pro-étale fundamental group of a scheme, introduced by Bhatt and Scholze, generalizes
formerly known fundamental groups – the usual étale fundamental group pie´t1 defined in SGA1 and the
more general piSGA31 . It controls local systems in the pro-étale topology and leads to an interesting class of
"geometric covers" of schemes, generalizing finite étale covers.
We prove the homotopy exact sequence over a field for the pro-étale fundamental group of a geometri-
cally connected scheme X of finite type over a field k, i.e. that the sequence
1 → piproe´t1 (Xk¯) → pi
proe´t
1 (X) → Galk → 1
is exact as abstract groups and the map piproe´t1 (Xk¯) → pi
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding.
On the way, we prove a general van Kampen theorem and the Künneth formula for the pro-étale funda-
mental group.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [BS], the authors introduced the pro-étale topology for schemes. The main motivation was that
the definitions of ℓ-adic sheaves and cohomologies in the usual étale topology are rather indirect. In
contrast, the naive definition of e.g. a constant Qℓ-sheaf in the pro-étale topology as Xproe´t ∋ U 7→
Mapscts(U,Qℓ) is a sheaf and if X is a variety over an algebraically closed field, then H
i(Xe´t,Qℓ) =
H i(Xproe´t,Qℓ), where the right hand side is defined "naively" by applying the derived functorRΓ(Xproe´t,−)
to the described constant sheaf.
Along with the new topology, the authors of [BS] introduced a new fundamental group – the pro-
étale fundamental group. It is defined for a connected locally topologically noetherian scheme X with
a geometric point x¯ and denoted πproe´t1 (X, x¯). The name "pro-étale" is justified by the fact that there is
an equivalence πproe´t1 (X, x¯) − Sets ≃ LocXproe´t between the categories of (possibly infinite) discrete
sets with continuous action by πproe´t1 (X, x¯) and locally constant sheaves of (discrete) sets in Xproe´t.
This is analogous to the classical fact that πe´t1 (X, x¯)−FSets is equivalent to the category of lcc sheaves
on Xe´t, where G − FSets denotes finite sets with a continuous G action. This is the first striking
difference between these fundamental groups: πproe´t1 allows working with sheaves of infinite sets. In
fact, the authors of [BS] study abstract "infinite Galois categories", which are pairs (C, F ) satisfying
certain axioms that (together with an additional tameness condition) turn out to be equivalent to a pair
(G − Sets, FG : G − Sets → Sets) for a Hausdorff topological group G and the forgetful functor FG.
In fact, one takes G = Aut(F ) with a suitable topology. This generalizes the usual Galois categories,
introduced by Grothendieck to define πe´t1 (X, x¯). In Grothendieck’s approach, one takes the category
Date: October 31, 2019.
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sequence.
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FE´tX of finite étale covers together with the fibre functor Fx¯ and obtains that πe´t1 (X, x¯) − FSets ≃
FE´tX . Discrete sets with a continuous π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)-action correspond to a larger class of covers, namely
"geometric covers", which are defined to be schemes Y over X such that Y → X:
(1) is étale (not necessarily quasi-compact!)
(2) satisfies the valuative criterion of properness.
We denote the category of geometric covers by CovX (seen as a full subcategory of SchX ). It is clear
that FE´t ⊂ CovX . As Y is not assumed to be of finite type over X, the valuative criterion does not
imply that Y → X is proper (otherwise we would get finite étale morphisms again) and so in general we
get more. A basic example of a non-finite cover in CovX can be obtained by viewing an infinite chain
of (suitably glued) P1k’s as a cover of the nodal curve X = P
1/{0, 1} obtained by gluing 0 and 1 on P1k
(to formalize the gluing one can use [Sch]). In this case, if k = k¯, πproe´t1 (X, x¯) = Z and π
e´t
1 (X, x¯) = Ẑ.
In this example, the prodiscrete group πSGA31 defined in Chapter X.6 of [SGA 3] would give the same
answer. This is essentially because our infinite cover is a torsor under a discrete group in Xe´t. However,
for more general schemes (e.g. an elliptic curve with two points glued), the category CovX contains
more. So far, all the new examples were coming from non-normal schemes. This is not a coincidence,
as for a normal scheme X, any Y ∈ CovX is a (possibly infinite) disjoint union of finite étale covers.
In this case, πproe´t1 (X, x¯) = π
SGA3
1 (X, x¯) = π
e´t
1 (X, x¯). In general π
e´t
1 can be recovered as the profinite
completion of πproe´t1 and π
SGA3
1 is the prodiscrete completion of π
proe´t
1 .
The groups πproe´t1 belong in general to a class of Noohi groups. These can be characterized as Haus-
dorff topological groups G that are Raı˘kov complete and such that the open subgroups form a basis of
neighbourhoods at 1G. However, open normal subgroups do not necessarily form a basis of open neigh-
borhoods of 1G in a Noohi group. In the case of π
proe´t
1 , this means that there might exist a connected
Y ∈ CovX that do not have a Galois closure. Examples of Noohi groups include: profinite groups,
(pro)discrete groups, but also Qℓ and GLn(Qℓ). A slightly different example would be Aut(S), where
S is a discrete set and Aut has the compact-open topology.
The fact that groups like GLn(Qℓ) are Noohi (but not profinite or prodiscrete) makes π
proe´t
1 better
suited to work with Qℓ (or Qℓ) local systems. Indeed, denoting by LocXproe´t(Qℓ) the category of Qℓ-
local systems on Xproe´t, i.e. locally constant sheaves of finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector spaces (again, the
"naive" definition works in Xproe´t), one has an equivalence Repcts,Qℓ(π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)) ≃ LocXproe´t(Qℓ).
This fails for πe´t1 , as anyQℓ-representation of a profinite group must stabilize a Zℓ-lattice, whileQℓ-local
systems (in the above sense) stabilize lattices only étale locally. The group πSGA31 is not enough either;
as shown by [BS, Example 7.4.9] (due to Deligne), if X is the scheme obtained by gluing two points
on a smooth projective curve of genus g ≥ 1, there are Qℓ-local systems on X that do not come from a
representation of πSGA31 (X).
We will often drop x¯ from the notation for brevity. This usually does not matter much, as a different
choice of the base point leads to an isomorphic group.
Classical results. In [SGA 1], Grothendieck proved some foundational results regarding the étale fun-
damental group. Among them:
(1) The homotopy exact sequence over a field, i.e. the comparison between the "arithmetic" and
"geometric" fundamental groups:
Theorem 1.1. ([SGA 1, Exp. IX, Théorème 6.1]) Let k be a field with algebraic closure k¯. Let
X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme over k. If the base change Xk¯ is connected,
then there is a short exact sequence
1→ πe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
e´t
1 (X)→ Galk → 1
of profinite topological groups.
(2) The homotopy exact sequence over a general base:
Theorem 1.2. ([SGA 1, Exp. X, Corollaire 1.4]) Let f : X → S be a flat proper morphism of
finite presentation whose geometric fibres are connected and reduced. Assume S is connected
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and let s¯ be a geometric point of S. Then there is an exact sequence
πe´t1 (Xs¯)→ π
e´t
1 (X)→ π
e´t
1 (S)→ 1
of fundamental groups.
(3) "Künneth formula":
Proposition 1.3. ([SGA 1, Exposé X, Cor. 1.7]) Let X,Y be two connected schemes locally of
finite type over an algebraically closed field k and assume that Y is proper. Let us fix x¯, y¯ - closed
points respectively of X and Y . Then the map induced by the projections is an isomorphism
πe´t1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯))
∼
→ πe´t1 (X, x¯)× π
e´t
1 (Y, y¯)
(4) Invariance of πe´t1 under extensions of algebraically closed fields for proper schemes ([SGA 1,
Exp. X, Corollaire 1.8]);
(5) General van Kampen theorem (proved in a special case in [SGA 1, IX §5] and generalized in
[Sti]);
(6) Topological invariance of πe´t1 , i.e. the fact that a universal homeomorphism X
′ → X of con-
nected schemes induces an isomorphism πe´t1 (X
′)
∼
→ πe´t1 (X).
The aim of this and the subsequent article is to generalize those statements to the case of πproe´t1 . The
main difficulties in trying to directly generalize the proofs of Grothendieck are as follows:
• geometric covers of schemes (i.e. elements of CovX defined above) are often not quasi-compact,
unlike elements of FE´tX . For example, for X a variety over a field k and connected Y ∈
CovXk¯ , there may be no finite extension l/k such that Y would be defined over l. Similarly,
some useful constructions (like Stein factorization) no longer work (at least without significant
modifications).
• for a connected geometric cover Y ∈ CovX , there is in general no Galois geometric cover
dominating it. Equivalently, there might exist an open subgroup U < πproe´t1 (X) that does not
contain an open normal subgroup. This prevents some proofs that would work for πSGA31 to carry
over to πproe´t1 .
• The topology of πproe´t1 is more complicated than the one of π
e´t
1 , e.g. it is not necessarily compact,
which complicates the discussion of exactness of sequences.
Our results. Our main theorem is the generalization of the homotopy exact sequence over a field. More
precisely, we prove the following.
Theorem (Thm. 4.16). Let X be a geometrically connected scheme of finite type over a field k. Then
the sequence
1→ πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X)→ Galk → 1
is exact as abstract groups.
Moreover, the map πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding and the map π
proe´t
1 (X) →
Galk is a quotient map of topological groups.
The most difficult part of the above theorem is showing that πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is injective or,
more precisely, a topological embedding. This is Theorem 4.14.
As in the case of usual Galois categories, statements about exactness of sequences of Noohi groups
translate to statements on the corresponding categories of G − Sets. If the groups involved are the
pro-étale fundamental groups, this translates to statements about geometric covers. We give a detailed
dictionary in Prop. 2.37. As Noohi groups are not necessarily compact, the statements on covers are
equivalent to some weaker notions of exactness (e.g. preserving connectedness of covers is equivalent to
the map of groups having a dense image). In fact, we first prove a "near-exact" version of Theorem 4.16
and obtain the above one as a corollary using an extra argument.
The injectivity of πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X) (Thm. 4.14) translates to the following statement in terms
of covers: every geometric cover ofXk¯ can be dominated by a cover that embeds into a base-change to k¯
of a geometric cover ofX (i.e. defined over k). For finite covers, the analogous statement is easy to prove;
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one uses the finiteness condition to show that the given cover is defined over a finite field extension l/k
and concludes easily. But for general geometric covers, the statement of injectivity is very non-trivial; as
we show by counterexamples (Ex. 4.5 and Ex. 4.6), it is not true in general that a connected geometric
cover of Xk¯ is isomorphic to a base-change of a cover of Xl for some finite extension l/k (which makes
carrying over the standard proof for πe´t1 fail completely). This last statement is, however, stronger than
what we need to prove and thus does not contradict our theorem.
Our main technical tool is the van Kampen theorem for πproe´t1 (see Thm. 3.18). It is proven by
adapting the proof in [Sti] to the case of Noohi groups and infinite Galois categories. For a morphism
X ′ ։ X of effective descent for Cov (and satisfying some extra conditions), it allows us to write the pro-
étale fundamental group of a scheme X in terms of the pro-étale fundamental groups of the connected
components of the scheme X ′ and certain relations. The results of [Ryd] imply that proper surjective
morphisms of finite presentation are morphisms of effective descent for geometric covers. If the scheme
is Nagata, e.g. of finite type over a field, the normalization morphism is finite. In such case, we can
apply the van Kampen theorem to the normalization Xν of X. As πproe´t1 and π
e´t
1 coincide for a normal
scheme, this allows us to present πproe´t1 (X) in terms of π
e´t
1 (X
ν
w), whereX
ν = ⊔wX
ν
w, and the (discrete)
topological fundamental group of a certain graph. We use the van Kampen theorem to reduce the proof of
injectivity of πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X) to studying Galois actions on free products of topological groups
and introducing certain "distance functions" on these free products.
Another interesting result proven with the help of the abstract van Kampen theorem is the Künneth
formula for πproe´t1 .
Proposition (Prop. 3.29). LetX,Y be two connected schemes locally of finite type over an algebraically
closed field k and assume that Y is proper. Let us fix x¯, y¯ - closed points respectively of X and Y . Then
the map induced by the projections is an isomorphism
πproe´t1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯))
∼
→ πproe´t1 (X, x¯)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
Along the way, we prove the invariance of πproe´t1 under extensions of algebraically closed fields for
proper schemes (see Prop. 3.31) and topological invariance of πproe´t1 (see Prop. 3.27).
This is the first of a series of two articles. In the next article, we will prove the homotopy ex-
act sequence over a general base scheme. There, one does not claim injectivity on the left, but the
(near-)exactness in the middle becomes difficult; it is proven by constructing an infinite (i.e. non-quasi-
compact) analogue of the Stein factorization.
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1.1. Conventions and notations.
• H <◦ G will mean that H is an open subgroup of G.
• For groups H < G, Hnc will denote the normal closure of H in G, i.e. the smallest normal
subgroup of G containing H .
• For a field k, we will use k¯ to denote its (fixed) algebraic closure and ksep or ks to denote its
separable closure (in k¯).
• The topological groups are assumed to be Hausdorff unless specified otherwise or appearing in
a context where it is not automatically satisfied (e.g. as a quotient by a subgroup that is not
necessarily closed). We will usually comment whenever a non-Hausdorff group appears.
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• We assume (almost) every base scheme to be locally topologically noetherian. This does not
cause problems when considering geometric covers, as a geometric cover of a locally topolog-
ically noetherian scheme is locally topologically noetherian again - this is [BS, Lm. 6.6.10].
Without this assumption the category of geometric covers does not behave in a desired way: see
[BS, Example 7.3.12].
• A "G-set" for a topological groupGwill mean a discrete set with a continuous action ofG unless
specified otherwise. We will denote the category of G-sets by G− Sets.
• We will denote the category of sets by Sets.
• We will often omit the base points from the statements and the discussion; by Cor. 3.21, this
usually does not change much. In some proofs (e.g. involving the van Kampen theorem), we
keep track of the base points.
2. INFINITE GALOIS CATEGORIES, NOOHI GROUPS AND πproe´t1
2.1. Overview of the results in [BS]. Throughout the entire article we use the language and results
of [BS], especially of Chapter 7, as this is where the pro-étale fundamental group was defined. Some
familiarity with the results of [BS, §7] is a prerequisite to read this article. We are going to give a quick
overview of some of these results below, but we recommend keeping a copy of [BS] at hand.
We assume all the topological groups to be Hausdorff unless specified otherwise or appearing in a
context where it is not automatically satisfied (e.g. as a quotient by a subgroup that is not necessarily
closed). We will usually comment whenever a non-Hausdorff group appears.
Definition 2.1. ([BS, Defn. 7.1.1]) Fix a topological group G. Let G− Sets be the category of discrete
sets with a continuous G-action, and let FG : G − Sets → Sets be the forgetful functor. We say that
G is a Noohi group if the natural map induces an isomorphism G → Aut(FG) of topological groups.
Here, S ∈ Sets are considered with the discrete topology, Aut(S) with the compact-open topology and
Aut(FG) is topologized using Aut(S) for S ∈ Sets.
By [BS, Prop. 7.1.5], a topological group is Noohi if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
• its open subgroups form a basis of open neighbourhoods of 1 ∈ G,
• it is Raı˘kov complete.
A topological group G is Raı˘kov complete if it is complete for its two-sided uniformity (see [Dik] or
[AT, Chapter 3.6] for an introduction to the Raı˘kov completion). Using the above proposition it is easy
to give examples of Noohi groups.
Example 2.2. The following classes of topological groups are Noohi: discrete groups, profinite groups,
Aut(S) with the compact-open topology for S a discrete set (see [BS, Lm. 7.1.4]), groups containing an
open subgroup which is Noohi (see [BS, Lm. 7.1.8]).
The following groups are Noohi: Qℓ, Qℓ for the colimit topology induced by expressing Qℓ as a union
of finite extensions (in contrast with the situation for the ℓ-adic topology), GLn(Qℓ) for the colimit
topology (see [BS, Example 7.1.7]).
The notion of a Noohi group is tightly connected to a notion of an infinite Galois category, which we
are about to introduce. Here, an object X ∈ C is called connected if it is not empty (i.e., initial), and for
every subobject Y → X (i.e., Y
∼
→ Y ×X Y ), either Y is empty or Y = X.
Definition 2.3. ([BS, Defn. 7.2.1]) An infinite Galois category C is a pair (C, F : C→ Sets) satisfying:
(1) C is a category admitting colimits and finite limits.
(2) EachX ∈ C is a disjoint union of connected (in the sense explained above) objects.
(3) C is generated under colimits by a set of connected objects.
(4) F is faithful, conservative, and commutes with colimits and finite limits.
The fundamental group of (C, F ) is the topological group π1(C, F ) := Aut(F ), topologized by the
compact-open topology on Aut(S) for any S ∈ Sets.
An infinite Galois category (C, F ) is tame if for any connected X ∈ C, π1(C, F ) acts transitively on
F (X).
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Example 2.4. If G is a topological group, then (G− Sets, FG) is a tame infinite Galois category.
Theorem 2.5. ([BS, Thm. 7.2.5]) Fix an infinite Galois category (C, F ) and a Noohi group G. Then
(1) π1(C, F ) is a Noohi group.
(2) There is a natural identification of Homcont(G,π1(C, F )) with the groupoid of functors C →
G− Sets that commute with the fibre functors.
(3) If (C, F ) is tame, then F induces an equivalence C ≃ π1(C, F ) − Sets.
The "tameness" assumption cannot be dropped as there exist infinite Galois categories that are not of
the form (G− Sets, FG), see [BS, Ex. 7.2.3]. This was overlooked in [Noo], where a similar formalism
was considered.
Remark 2.6. The above formalism was also studied in [Lep, Chapter 4] under the names of "quasiprodis-
crete" groups and "pointed classifying categories".
In Section 2.2 below we will study "Noohi completion" and the dictionary between Noohi groups and
G− Sets (see Section 2.3). For now, let us return to gathering the results from [BS].
Pro-étale topology and the definition of πproe´t1 (X). Fix a locally topologically noetherian scheme X.
Definition 2.7. Let Y → X be a morphism of schemes such that:
(1) it is étale (not necessarily quasi-compact!)
(2) it satisfies the valuative criterion of properness.
We will call Y a geometric cover of X. We will denote the category of geometric covers by CovX .
As Y is not assumed to be of finite type over X, the valuative criterion does not imply that Y → X is
proper (otherwise we would simply get a finite étale morphism).
Example 2.8. For an algebraically closed field k¯, the category CovSpec(k¯) consists of (possibly infinite)
disjoint unions of Spec(k¯) and we have CovSpec(k¯) ≃ Sets.
More generally, one has:
Lemma 2.9. ([BS, Lm. 7.3.8]) IfX is a henselian local scheme, then any Y ∈ CovX is a disjoint union
of finite étale X-schemes.
Let us choose a geometric point x¯ : Spec(k¯) → X on X. By Example 2.8, this gives a fibre functor
Fx¯ : CovX → Sets. By [BS, Lemma 7.4.1]), the pair (CovX , Fx¯) is a tame infinite Galois category.
Then one defines
Definition 2.10. The pro-étale fundamental group is defined as
πproe´t1 (X, x¯) = π1(CovX , Fx¯).
In other words, πproe´t1 (X, x¯) = Aut(Fx) and this group is topologized using the compact-open topol-
ogy on Aut(S) for any S ∈ Sets.
One can compare the groups πproe´t1 (X, x¯), π
e´t
1 (X, x¯) and π
SGA3
1 (X, x¯), where the last group is the
group introduced in Chapter X.6 of [SGA 3].
Lemma 2.11. For a scheme X, the following relations between the fundamental groups hold
(1) The group πe´t1 (X, x¯) is the profinite completion of π
proe´t
1 (X).
(2) The group πSGA31 (X, x¯) is the prodiscrete completion of π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯).
Proof. This follows from [BS, Lemma 7.4.3] and [BS, Lemma 7.4.6]. 
As shown in [BS, Example 7.4.9], πproe´t1 (X, x¯) is indeed more general than π
SGA3
1 (X, x¯). This can
be also seen by combining Example 4.5 with Prop. 4.8 below.
The following lemma is extremely important to keep in mind and will be used many times throughout
the paper. Recall that, for example, a normal scheme is geometrically unibranch.
Lemma 2.12. ([BS, Lm. 7.4.10]) If X is geometrically unibranch, then πproe´t1 (X, x¯) ≃ π
e´t
1 (X, x¯).
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There is another way of looking at the pro-étale fundamental group, which justifies the name "pro-
étale".
Definition 2.13. (1) A map f : Y → X of schemes is called weakly étale if f is flat and the diagonal
∆f : Y → Y ×X Y is flat.
(2) The pro-étale siteXproe´t is the site of weakly étaleX-schemes, with covers given by fpqc covers.
This definition of the pro-étale site is justified by a foundational theorem – part c) of the following
fact.
Fact 2.14. Let f : A→ B be a map of rings.
a) f is étale if and only if f is weakly étale and finitely presented.
b) If f is ind-étale, i.e. B is a filtered colimit of étale A-algebras, then f is weakly étale.
c) ([BS, Theorem 2.3.4]) If f is weakly étale, then there exists a faithfully flat ind-étale g : B → C
such that g ◦ f is ind-étale.
Definition 2.15. ([BS, Defn. 7.3.1.]) We say that F ∈ Shv(Xproe´t) is locally constant if there exists a
cover {Yi → X} inXproe´t with F |Yi constant. We write LocX for the corresponding full subcategory of
Shv(Xproe´t).
We are ready to state the following important result.
Theorem 2.16. ([BS, Lemma 7.3.9.]) One has LocX = CovX as subcategories of Shv(Xproe´t).
Let us remark that this theorem needs the assumption of being locally topologically noetherian to hold,
as explained in [BS, Ex. 7.3.12]
2.2. Noohi completion. Let TopGrps denote the category of Hausdorff topological groups (recall that
we assume all topological groups to be Hausdorff, unless stated otherwise) and NoohiGrps to be the full
subcategory of Noohi groups. Let G be a topological group. Denote CG = G− Sets and let FG : CG →
Sets be the forgetful functor. Observe that (CG, FG) is a tame infinite Galois category. Thus, the group
Aut(FG) is a Noohi group. It is easy to see that a morphism G → H defines an induced morphism of
groups Aut(FG) → Aut(FH) and check that it is continuous. Let ψN : TopGrps → NoohiGrps be the
functor defined by G 7→ Aut(FG). Denote also the inclusion iN : NoohiGrps → TopGrps.
Definition 2.17. We call ψN (G) the Noohi completion of G and will denote it GNoohi.
Example 2.18. In [BS, Example 7.2.6], it was explained that the category of Noohi groups admits
coproducts. Let G1, G2 be two Noohi groups and let G1 ∗N G2 denote their coproduct as Noohi groups.
Let G1 ∗top G2 be their topological coproduct. It exists and it is a Hausdorff group ([Gra]). Then
G1 ∗
N G2 = (G1 ∗
top G2)
Noohi.
Proposition 2.19. For a topological group G, the functor FG induces an equivalence of categories
F˜G : G− Sets
∼
→ GNoohi − Sets
Moreover, α∗G ◦ F˜G ≃ id, and thus α
∗ is an equivalence of categories, too.
Proof. The first part follows directly from [BS, Theorem 7.2.5]. The natural isomorphism α∗G ◦ F˜G ≃ id
is clear from the definitions. It follows that α∗G is an equivalence. 
The following lemma is in contrast with [Noo, Remark 2.13], but agrees with [Lep, Proposition 4.1.1.].
Lemma 2.20. For any topological group G, the image of αG : G→ GNoohi is dense.
Proof. Let U ⊂ GNoohi be open. As GNoohi is Noohi, there exists q ∈ GNoohi and an open subgroup
V <◦ GNoohi such that qV ⊂ U . Consider the GNoohi-set GNoohi/V . It is connected in the category
GNoohi − Sets and, by Prop. 2.19, α∗G(G
Noohi/V ) is connected. Thus, the action of G on GNoohi/V is
transitive and so there exists g ∈ G such that αG(g) · [V ] = [qV ], i.e. αG(g) ∈ qV . Thus, the image of
αG is dense.

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Observation 2.21. Let f : H → G be a map of topological groups. Directly from the definitions, one
sees that the following diagram commutes:
H G
HNoohi GNoohi
αH αG
f
fNoohi
Lemma 2.22 (universal property of Noohi completion). Let f : H → G be a continuous morphism
from a topological group to a Noohi group. Then there exists a unique map f ′ : HNoohi → G such that
f ′ ◦ αH = f .
Proof. By the definition of a Noohi group, αG is an isomorphism. Defining f ′ := α
−1
G ◦f
Noohi gives the
existence. The uniqueness follows from αH having dense image. Alternatively, one can combine Prop.
2.19 with [BS, Theorem 7.2.5(2)]. 
Corollary 2.23. The functor ψN is a left adjoint of iN .
We now move towards a more explicit description of the Noohi completion.
Lemma 2.24. Let (G, τ) be a topological group. Denote by B the collection of sets of the form
x1Γ1y1 ∩ x2Γ1y2 ∩ . . . xmΓ1ym
where m ∈ N, xi, yi ∈ G and Γi < G are open subgroups of G. Then B is a basis of a group topology
τ ′ on G that is weaker than τ and open subgroups of (G, τ) form a basis of open neighbourhoods of 1G
in (G, τ ′).
Moreover, the identity map i′ : (G, τ) → (G, τ ′) induces an equivalence of categories (G, τ ′) −
Sets → (G, τ) − Sets. If {1G} ⊂ (G, τ) is thickly closed, i.e. ∩U<◦GU = {1G} (see Defn. 2.29), then
(G, τ ′) is Hausdorff and (G, τ)Noohi
∼
→ (G, τ ′)Noohi is an isomorphism.
Proof. The first statement follows from [Bou, Prop. III.1.1] by taking the filter of subsets ofG containing
an open subgroup. It is also proven in [Lav, Lm. 1.13] (the proposition is stated there in a particular case,
but the proof works for any topological group). The second statement follows from the fact that for a
discrete set S, any continuous morphism (G, τ)→ Aut(S) factorizes through i′ : (G, τ)→ (G, τ ′). 
Fact 2.25. ([BS, Prop. 7.1.5]) Let G be a topological group such that its open subgroups form a basis of
open neighbourhoods of 1G. Then GNoohi ≃ Ĝ, where Ĝ denotes the Raı˘kov completion of G.
Proposition 2.26. Let (G, τ) be a topological group. Assume that {1G} ⊂ (G, τ) is thickly closed (see
Defn. 2.29). Then there is a natural isomorphism of groups
GNoohi ≃ (̂G, τ ′),
where τ ′ denotes the topology described in the previous lemma and .̂ . . denotes the Raı˘kov completion.
Proof. We combine Fact 2.25 with the last lemma and get (G, τ)Noohi ≃ (G, τ ′)Noohi ≃ (̂G, τ ′). 
Observation 2.27. Let G be a topological group and H its normal subgroup. Then the full subcategory
of G − Sets of objects on which H acts trivially is equal to the full subcategory of G − Sets on which
its closure H¯ acts trivially and it is equivalent to the category of G/H¯ − Sets. So, it is an infinite Galois
category with the fundamental group equal to (G/H¯)Noohi.
Lemma 2.28. Let X be a connected, locally path-connected, semilocally simply-connected topological
space and x ∈ X a point. Let Fx be the functor taking a covering space Y → X to the fibre Yx over
the point x ∈ X. Then (TopCov(X), Fx) is a tame infinite Galois category and π1(TopCov(X), Fx) =
πtop1 (X,x), where we consider π
top
1 (X,x) with the discrete topology. Here, TopCov(X) denotes de-
notes the category of covering spaces of X.
Proof. We first claim that there is an isomorphism: (TopCov(X), Fx) ≃ (π
top
1 (X,x)−Sets, Fπtop1 (X,x)
).
This is in fact a classical result in algebraic topology, which can be recovered from [Ful, Ch. 13] or
[Hat, Ch. 1] and is stated explicitly in [Cak, Cor. 4.1]. This finishes the proof, as discrete groups are
Noohi. 
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2.3. Dictionary between Noohi groups and G− Sets.
Definition 2.29. Let H ⊂ G be a subgroup of a topological group G. Then we define a "thick closure"
H of H in G to be the intersection of all open subgroups of G containing H , i.e. H :=
⋂
H⊂U<◦GU. If
a subgroup satisfies H = H we will call it thickly closed in G.
Observe that in a topological group open subgroups are also closed, so a thickly closed subgroup is
also an intersection of closed subgroups, so it is closed in G.
Observe also that an arbitrary intersection of thickly closed subgroups is thickly closed. This justifies,
for example, the existence of the smallest normal thickly closed subgroup containing a given group. In
fact, we can formulate a more precise observation.
Observation 2.30. Let H < G be a subgroup of a topological group G. Then the smallest normal
thickly closed subgroup of G containing H is equal to (Hnc), where Hnc is the normal closure of H in
G.
Observation 2.31. Let G be a topological group such that the open subgroups form a local base at 1G.
LetW ⊂ G be a subset. Then the topological closure ofW can be written asW = ∩V <◦GWV .
The following lemma can be found on p.79 of [Lep].
Lemma 2.32. LetG be a topological group such that the open subgroups form a basis of neighbourhoods
of 1G. Let H ⊳G be a normal subgroup. Then
H = H
i.e. the usual topological closure and the thick closure coincide.
Proof. We compute that H = ∩V <◦GHV
(∗)
⊃ ∩H<U<◦GU = H ⊃ H . The inclusion (∗) follows from
the fact that HV is an (open) subgroup of G as H is normal. 
Let us make an easy observation, that will be useful to keep in mind while reading the proof of the
technical proposition below.
Observation 2.33. Let U < G be an open subgroup of a topological group and let g0 ∈ G. Then the
mapping G/g0Ug
−1
0 → G/U given by [gg0Ug
−1
0 ] 7→ [gg0U ] is an isomorphism of G-sets.
Given open subgroups U, V < G and some surjective map ofG-sets φ : G/V ։ G/U we can assume
that it is the standard quotient map (i.e. V ⊂ U ) up to replacing U by a conjugate open subgroup (more
precisely by g0Ug
−1
0 , where g0 is such that φ([V ]) = [g0U ]).
Remark 2.34. A map Y ′ → Y in an infinite Galois category (C, F ) is an epimorphism/monomorphism
if and only if the map F (Y ′)→ F (Y ) is surjective/injective. Similarly Y is an initial object if and only
if F (Y ) = ∅ and so on. The proofs of those facts are the same as the proofs in [SP, Tag 0BN0]. This
justifies using words "injective" or "surjective" when speaking about maps in (C, F ).
Recall the following fact.
Observation 2.35. Let f : G′ → G be a surjective map of topological groups. Then the induced
morphism G′/ ker(f) → G is an isomorphism if and only if f is open. In such case, we say that f is a
quotient map. In the language of [Bou, III.2.8] we would call f strict and surjective.
Definition 2.36. We will say that an object of a tame infinite Galois category is completely decomposed
if it is a (possibly infinite) disjoint union of final objects.
Proposition 2.37. Let G′′ h
′
→ G′
h
→ G be maps between Noohi groups and C′′
H′
← C′
H
← C the corre-
sponding maps of the infinite Galois categories. Then the following hold:
(1) The map h′ : G′′ → G′ is a topological embedding if and only if for every connected object X
in C′′, there exist connected objects X ′ ∈ C′′ and Y ∈ C′ and maps X ′ ։ X andX ′ →֒ H ′(Y ).
(2) The following are equivalent
(a) The morphism h : G′ → G has dense image.
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(b) The functor H maps connected objects to connected objects.
(c) The functor H is fully faithful.
(3) The thick closure of Im(h′) ⊂ G′ is normal if and only if for every connected object Y of C′ such
that H ′(Y ) contains a final object of C′′, H ′(Y ) is completely decomposed.
(4) h′(G′′) ⊂ Ker(h) if and only if the composition H ′ ◦H maps any object to a completely decom-
posed object.
(5) Assume that h′(G′′) ⊂ Ker(h) and that h : G′ → G has dense image. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the induced map (G′/ ker(h))Noohi → G is an isomorphism and the smallest normal thickly
closed subgroup containing Im(h′) is equal to Ker(h),
(b) for any connected Y ∈ C′ such that H ′(Y ) is completely decomposed, Y is in the essential
image of H ,
(c) the induced map (G′/ ker(h))Noohi → G is an isomorphism and for any connected Y ∈
C′ such that H ′(Y ) is completely decomposed, there exists Z ∈ C and an epimorphism
H(Z)։ Y .
Proof. (1) The proof is virtually the same as for usual Galois categories, but there every injective
map is automatically a topological embedding (as profinite groups are compact). Assume that
G′′ → G′ is a topological embedding. Let X ∈ C′′ be connected and write X ≃ G′′/U for an
open subgroup U < G′′. Then there exists an open subset V˜ ⊂ G′ such that V˜ ∩ G′′ = U (as
G′′ → G′ is a topological embedding) and an open subgroup V < G′ such that V ⊂ V˜ (as G′
is Noohi). Denote W = V ∩ G′′. Then X ′ := G′′/W ։ X and X ′ →֒ H ′(G′/V ), so we
conclude by setting Y := G′/V . For the other implication: we want to prove that G′′ → G′
is a topological embedding under the assumption from the statement. It is enough to check that
the set of preimages h′−1(B) of some basis B of opens of eG′ forms a basis of opens of eG′′ .
Indeed, assume that this is the case. Firstly, observe that it implies that h′ is injective, as both
G′′ and G′ are Hausdorff (and in particular T0). If U is an open subset of G′′, then we can write
U =
⋃
g′′αUα for some g
′′
α ∈ G
′′ and Uα ∈ h′
−1(B). We can write Uα = h′−1(Vα) for some
Vα ∈ B. Then V =
⋃
h′(g′′α)Vα satisfies h
′−1(V ) = U because h′−1(h′(g′′α)Vα) = g
′′
αUα (by
injectivity of h′). So this will prove that the topology on G′′ is induced from G′ via h′. Let
B = {U < G|U is open}. This is a basis of opens of eG′ (as G′ is Noohi). We want to check
that h′−1(B) is a basis of opens of eG′′ . As open subgroups of G′′ form a basis of opens of eG′′
it is enough to show that for any open subgroup U < G′′ there exists an open subgroup V < G′
such that h′−1(V ) ⊂ U . From the assumption we know that there exist open subgroups U˜ < G′′
and V < G′ such that G′′/U˜ ։ G′′/U and G′′/U˜ →֒ G′/V . The surjectivity of the first map
means that we can assume (up to replacing U˜ by a conjugate) U˜ ⊂ U . The injectivity of the
second means that we can assume (up to replacing V by a conjugate) that h′−1(V ) ⊂ U˜ . Indeed,
the injectivity implies that if h′(g′′)V = V , then g′′U˜ = U˜ which translates immediately to
h′−1(V ) ⊂ U˜ . So we have also h′−1(V ) ⊂ U , which is what we wanted to prove.
(2) The equivalence between (a) and (b) follows from the observation that a map between Noohi
groups G′ → G has a dense image if and only if for any open subgroup U ofG, the induced map
on sets G′ → G/U is surjective. Here, we only use that open subgroups form a basis of open
neighbourhoods of 1G ∈ G.
Now, the functor H is automatically faithful and conservative (because FG′ ◦ H = FG
is faithful and conservative). Assume that (b) holds. Let S, T ∈ G − Sets and let g ∈
HomG′−Sets(H(S),H(T )). We have to show that g comes from g0 ∈ HomG−Sets(S, T ). We
can and do assume S, T connected for that. Let Γg ⊂ H(S) ×H(T ) be the graph of g. It is a
connected subobject. AsH(S)×H(T ) = H(S ×T ), the assumption (b) implies that each con-
nected component ofH(S)×H(T ) is the pullback of a connected component Γ0 of S×T . Thus,
Γg is the pullback of some Γ0 ⊂ S × T . By conservativity of H , the projection pΓ0 : Γ0 → S is
an isomorphism, as this is true for pΓg : Γg → H(S). The composition qΓ0 ◦ p
−1
Γ0
: S → T maps
viaH to g.
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Conversely, assume (c) holds. Let S ∈ G − Sets be connected. We want to show that H(S)
is connected. Suppose on the contrary that H(S) = A ⊔ B with A,B ∈ G′ − Sets. Let
T = • ⊔ • ∈ G− Sets be a two-element set with a trivial G-action. Then HomG−Sets(S, T ) has
precisely two elements, while HomG′−Sets(H(S),H(T )) = HomG′−Sets(A ⊔ B, • ⊔ •) has at
least four.
(3) Assume first that the thick closure of im(h′) is normal. Let Y = G′/U be an element of C′
whose pull-back to G′′ − Sets contains the final object. This means that G′′ fixes one of the
classes, let’s say [g′U ]. This is equivalent to g′−1h′(G′′)g′ fixing [U ], i.e. g′−1h′(G′′)g′ ⊂ U .
But this implies immediately that (g′−1h′(G′′)g′) ⊂ U . Let g˜ ∈ G′ be any element. We have
(g′−1h′(G′′)g′) = g′−1h′(G′′)g′ = h′(G′′) = g˜−1h′(G′′)g˜ from the assumption that h′(G′′) is
normal. So g˜−1h′(G′′)g˜ ⊂ g˜−1h′(G′′)g˜ ⊂ U and we conclude that h′(G′′) fixes an arbitrary
class [g˜U ]. This shows that G′/U pulls back to a completely decomposed object.
The other way round: assume that for every connected object Y of C′ such thatH ′(Y ) contains
a final object, H ′(Y ) is completely decomposed. Let U be an open subgroup of G′ containing
h′(G′′). Then G′′ fixes [U ] ∈ G/U and so, by assumption, fixes every [g′U ] ∈ G/U . This
implies that for any g′ ∈ G′ g′−1h′(G′′)g′ ⊂ U which easily implies that also h′(G′′)nc ⊂ U .
As this is true for any U containing h′(G′′) we get that h′(G′′) = (h′(G′′)nc) and the last group
is the smallest normal thickly closed subgroup of G′ containing h′(G′′) (Observation 2.30).
(4) The same as for usual Galois categories, we use that ∩U<◦GU = 1G.
(5) • (b) ⇒ (c): Assume (b). We only need to show, that (G′/ ker(h))Noohi → G is an isomor-
phism. This is equivalent to showing that H induces an equivalence G′/ ker(h) − Sets ≃
G − Sets. As G′/ ker(h) − Sets ≃ {S ∈ G′ − Sets| ker(h) acts trivially on S} ⊂ {S ∈
G−Sets|G′′ acts trivially on S}, the assumption of (b) implies that the functor G−Sets→
G′/ ker(h)−Sets is essentially surjective. By the global assumption thatG′ → G has dense
image, it is fully faithful (see (2)).
• (c) ⇒ (b): Assume (c). Let Y ∈ C′ be connected and such that H ′(Y ) is completely
decomposed. We have Z ∈ C and an epimorphism H(Z) ։ Y . As ker(h) acts trivially
on H(Z), we conclude that it also acts trivially on Y . Thus, by abuse of notation, Y ∈
G′/ ker(h) − Sets. But G′/ ker(h) − Sets ≃ (G′/ ker(h))Noohi − Sets ≃ G − Sets from
the assumption. Thus, we see that Y is in the essential image of H .
• (b)⇒ (a): Assume (b). We give two proofs of this fact.
First proof: We have proven above that (b) ⇒ (G′/ ker(h))Noohi ≃ G. Let N be the
smallest normal thickly closed subgroup of G′ containing h′(G′′). Observe that N ⊂ ker h
(as ker(h) is thickly closed). Let U be an open subgroup containing N . We want to show
that U contains kerh. This will finish the proof as both N and ker h are thickly closed.
Write Y = G′/U . Observe that G′/U pulls back to a completely decomposed G′′-set if and
only if for any g′ ∈ G′ there is g′h′(G′′)g′−1 ⊂ U . Indeed, h′(G′′) fixes [g′U ] ∈ G′/U if
and only if g′h′(G′′)g′−1 fixes [U ]. So N ⊂ U implies that Y pulls back to a completely
decomposed G′′-set and, by assumption, Y is isomorphic to a pull-back of some G-set and
so ker(h) acts trivially on Y . This implies that ker h ⊂ U , which finishes the proof.
Alternative proof: We already know that (b)⇒ (G′/ ker(h))Noohi ≃ G. LetN ⊂ ker(h) be
as in the first proof above. Consider the map G/N ։ G/ ker(h). The assumption (b) and
full faithfulness ofH (by the global assumption and using (2)) imply that (G′/N)Noohi → G
is an isomorphism. Thus, (G′/N)Noohi ≃ (G′/ ker(h))Noohi. Using Prop. 2.26, we check
that the canonical maps G′/N → (G′/N)Noohi and G′/ ker(h) → (G′/ ker(h))Noohi are
injective. Thus, G′/N ։ G′/ ker(h) is injective and so N = ker(h).
• (a) ⇒ (b): Assume (a). Let Y = G′/U be a connected G′-set that pulls back via h′ to a
completely decomposed object. As we have seen while proving "(b) ⇒ (a)", this implies
that for any g′ ∈ G′ g′h′(G′′)g′−1 ⊂ U , so Hnc ⊂ U and so also (Hnc) ⊂ U . But, by
Observation 2.30, there is N = (Hnc). By assumption, we have N = kerh and so we
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conclude that ker h ⊂ U . But then, by assumption (G′/ ker(h))Noohi ≃ G, Y is in the
essential image of H .

To distinguish between exactness in the usual sense (i.e. on the level of abstract groups) and notions
of exactness appearing in Prop. 2.37, we introduce a new notion. It will be mainly used in the context of
Noohi groups.
Definition 2.38. Let G′′
h′
→ G′
h
→ G → 1 be a sequence of topological groups such that im(h′) ⊂
ker(h). Then we will say that the sequence is
(1) nearly exact on the right if h has dense image,
(2) nearly exact in the middle if im(h′) = ker(h), i.e. the thick closure of the image of h′ in G′ is
equal to the kernel of h,
(3) nearly exact if it is both nearly exact on the right and nearly exact in the middle.
2.4. A remark on valuative criteria. We will sometimes shorten "the valuative criterion of properness"
to "VCoP". It is useful to keep in mind the precise statements of different parts of the valuative criterion,
see [SP, Lemma 01KE], [SP, Section 01KY] and [SP, Lemma 01KC]. Let us prove a lemma (which is
implicit in [BS]), that VCoP chan be checked fpqc-locally.
Lemma 2.39. Let g : X → S be a map of schemes. The properties:
(a) g is étale
(b) g is separated
(c) g satisfies the existence part of VCoP
can be checked fpqc-locally on S.
Moreover, the property (c) can be also checked after a surjective proper base-change.
Proof. The cases of étale and separated morphisms are proven in [SP, Section 02YJ]. For the last part:
satisfying the existence part of VCoP is equivalent to specializations lifting along any base-change of g
([SP, Lemma 01KE]). It is easy to see that this property can be checked Zariski locally. Thus, if S′ → S
is an fpqc cover such that the base-change g′ : X ′ → S′ satisfies specialization lifting for any base-
change, we can assume that S, S′ are affine with S′ → S faithfully flat. Let T → S be any morphism.
Consider the diagram:
X ′ S′ ×S X ×S T T ×S X
S′ S′ ×S T T
Let ξ′ ∈ T ×S X, let ξ be its image in T and let t ∈ T be such that ξ  t. We need to find
t′ ∈ T ×S X over t such that ξ′  t′. Let Z = {ξ′} ⊂ T ×S X be the closure of {ξ′}. We need
to show that the set-theoretic image W ⊂ T of Z in T contains t. It is enough to show, that W is
stable under specialization or, equivalently, that T \W is stable under generalization. But, from flatness
([SP, Lemma 03HV]), generalizations lift along S′ ×S T → T . Thus, it is enough to show that the
preimage of T \W in S′ ×S T is stable under generalizations or, equivalently (using the surjectivity of
S′ ×S T → T ), that the preimage ofW in S′ ×S T is closed under specializations. But an easy diagram
chasing (using the fact that the right square of the diagram above is cartesian) shows that the preimage
ofW in S′ ×S T is the image of a closed subset of S′ ×S X × T . We conclude, because specializations
lift along S′ ×S X ×S T → S′ ×S T by assumption.
The last part of the statement is proven in an analogous way. 
Lemma 2.40. Let f : Y → X be a geometric cover of a locally topologically noetherian scheme. Then
f is separated.
Proof. By [BS, Remark 7.3.3], f is quasi-separated. A quasi-separated morphism satisfying VCoP is
separated (see [SP, Tag 01KY]). 
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3. SEIFERT-VAN KAMPEN THEOREM FOR πproe´t1 AND ITS APPLICATIONS
3.1. Abstract Seifert–van Kampen theorem for infinite Galois categories. We aim at recovering a
general version of van Kampen theorem, as presented in [Sti], in the case of the pro-étale fundamental
group. Most of the definitions and proofs are virtually the same as in [Sti], after replacing "Galois
category" with "(tame) infinite Galois category" and "profinite" with "Noohi", but still some additional
technical difficulties appear here and there. We make the necessary changes in the definitions and deal
with those difficulties below.
Denote by ∆≤2 a category whose objects are [0] = {0}, [1] = {0, 1}, [2] = {0, 1, 2} and has strictly
increasing maps as morphisms. There are face maps ∂i : [n − 1] → [n] for n = 1, 2 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n
which omit the value i and vertices vi : [0]→ [2] with image i.
The category of 2-complexes in a category C is the category of contravariant functors T• : ∆≤2 → C .
We denote Tn = T•([n]) and call it the n-simplices of T•. T (∂i) is called the i-th boundary map.
By a 2-complex E we mean a 2-complex in the category of sets. We often think of E as a category:
its objects are the elements of En for n = 0, 1, 2 and its morphisms are obtained by defining ∂ : s → t
where s ∈ En and t = E(∂)(s). Let ∆n = {
∑n
i=0 λiei ∈ R
n+1
≥0 |
∑
i λi = 1} denote the topological
n-simplex. Then we define |E| =
⊔
En × ∆n/ ∼, where ∼ identifies (s, d(x)) with (E(∂)(s), x) for
all ∂ : [m] → [n] and its corresponding linear map d : ∆m → ∆n sending ei to e∂(i), and s ∈ En and
x ∈ ∆m. We call E connected if |E| is a connected topological space.
Definition 3.1. Noohi group data (G , α) on a 2-complex E consists of the following:
(1) A mapping (not necessarily a functor!) G from the category E to the category of Noohi groups:
to a complex s ∈ En is attributed a Noohi group G (s) and to a map ∂ : s → t is attached a
continuous morphism G (∂) : G (s)→ G (t).
(2) For every triple v ∈ E0, e ∈ E1, f ∈ E2 and boundary maps ∂
′, ∂ such that ∂′(f) = e,
∂(e) = v, an element αvef ∈ G (v) (its existence is a part of the definition) such that the
following diagram commutes:
G (f) G (e)
G (v) G (v)
G (∂′)
G (∂∂′) G (∂)
αvef (·)α
−1
vef
Definition 3.2. Let (G , α) be Noohi group data on the 2-complex E. A (G , α)-system M on E consists
of the following:
(1) For every simplex s ∈ E a G (s)-setMs.
(2) For every boundary map ∂ : s→ t a map of G (s)-sets m∂ :Ms → G (∂)
∗(Mt), such that:
(3) for every triple v ∈ E0, e ∈ E1, f ∈ E2 and boundary maps ∂
′, ∂ such that ∂′(f) = e, ∂(e) = v
the following diagram commutes
Mf Me
Mv Mv
m∂′
m∂∂′ m∂
αvef ·
Definition 3.3. A (G , α)-system is called locally constant if all the mapsm∂ are bijections.
Observe that α· : m 7→ αm is a G (v)-equivariant mapMv → (α()α−1)∗Mv. Observe that there is an
obvious notion of a morphism of (G , α)-systems: a collection of G (s)-equivariant maps that commute
with them’s. Let us denote by lcs(E, (G , α)) the category of locally constant (G , α)-systems.
Let M ∈ lcs(G , α) for Noohi group data (G , α) on some 2-complex E. We define oriented graphs
E≤1 and M≤1 (which will be an oriented graph over E≤1) as in [Sti], but our graphs M≤1 are possibly
infinite. For E≤1 the vertices are E0 and edges E1 such that ∂0 (resp. ∂1) map an edge to its target (resp.
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origin). For M≤1 the vertices are
⊔
v∈E0
Mv and edges are
⊔
e∈E1
Me serves as the set of edges. The
target/origin maps are induced by them∂ and the mapM≤1 → E≤1 is the obvious one.
There is an obvious topological realization functor for graphs | · |. By applying this functor to the
above construction we get a topological covering (because M is locally constant) |M≤1| → |E≤1|. This
gives a functor
| ·≤1 | : lcs(E, (G , α))→ TopCov(|E≤1).
Choosing a maximal subtree T of |E≤1| gives a fibre functor FT : TopCov(|E≤1|)→ Sets by (p : Y →
|E≤1|) 7→ π0(p
−1(|T |)). The pair (TopCov(|E≤1|), FT ) is an infinite Galois category and the resulting
fundamental group
π1(Cov(|E≤1|), FT )) is isomorphic to π
top
1 (|E≤1|) (see Lemma 2.28) which is in turn isomorphic to
Fr(E1)/〈〈{~e|e ∈ T}
Fr(E1)〉〉 = Fr(~e|e ∈ E1 \ T ), where Fr(. . .) denotes a free group on the given set
of generators and 〈〈{~e|e ∈ T}Fr(E1)〉〉 denotes the normal closure in Fr(E1) of the subgroup generated
by {~e ∈ T}. Here, ~e acts on FT (M) via
π0(p
−1(|T |)) ∼= π0(p
−1(∂0(e))) ∼= π0(p
−1(|e|)) ∼= π0(p
−1(∂1(e)) ∼= π0(p
−1(|T |))
As in [Sti], for every s ∈ E0 andM ∈ lcs(E, (G , α))we have that FT (M) can be seen canonically as a
G (s)-module byMs = π0(p−1(s)) ∼= π0(p−1(T )). Denote π1(E≤1, T ) = Fr(E1)/〈〈{~e|e ∈ T}Fr(E1)〉〉.
Putting the above together we get a functor
Q : lcs(E, (G , α))→ (∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N π1(E≤1, T ))− sets
Remark 3.4. In the setting of usual ("finite") Galois categories, it is usually enough to say that a partic-
ular morphism between two Galois categories is exact, because of the following fact ([SP, Tag 0BMV]):
Let G be a topological group. Let F : Finite−G−Sets→ Sets be an exact functor with F (X) finite for
all X. Then F is isomorphic to the forgetful functor.
As we do not know if an analogous fact is true for infinite Galois categories, given two infinite Galois
categories (C, F ), (C′, F ′) and a morphism φ : C → C′, we are usually more interested in checking
whether F ≃ F ′◦φ. If φ satisfies this condition, it also commutes with finite limits and arbitrary colimits.
Indeed, we have a map colimφ(Xi)→ φ(colimXi) that becomes an isomorphism after applying F ′ (as
F ′ and F = F ′ ◦φ commute with colimits) and we conclude by conservativity of F ′. Similarly for finite
limits.
Proposition 3.5. Let (E, (G , α)) be a connected 2-complex with Noohi group data. Define a functor
F : lcs(E, (G , α)) → Sets in the following way: pick any simplex s and define F by M 7→ Ms. Then
(lcs(E, (G , α)), F ) is a tame infinite Galois category.
Moreover, the obtained functor
Q : lcs(E, (G , α))→ (∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N π1(E≤1, T ))− sets
satisfies F ≃ Fforget ◦Q and maps connected objects to connected objects.
Proof. We first check conditions (1), (2) and (4) of [BS, Def. 7.2.1]. Then we show that Q maps
connected objects to connected objects and we use the proof of this last fact to show the condition (3).
Colimits and finite limits: they exist simplexwise and taking limits and colimits is functorial so we get
a system as candidate for a colimit/finite limit. This will be a locally constant system, as the colimit/finite
limit of bijections between some G-sets is a bijection.
EachM is a disjoint union of connected objects: let us call N ∈ lcs(G , α) a subsystem ofM if there
exists a morphism N →M such that for any simplex s the mapNs →Ms is injective (we then identify,
for any simplex s, Ns with a subset of Ms). We can intersect such subsystems in an obvious way and
observe that it gives another subsystem. So for any element a ∈Mv there exists the smallest subsystem
N ofM such that a ∈ Nv. We see readily that for any vertices v, v′ and a ∈Mv, a′ ∈ Mv′ the smallest
subsystems N and N ′ containing one of them are either equal or disjoint (in the sense that, for each
simplex s, Ns and N ′s are disjoint as subsets ofMs). It is easy to see that in this way we have obtained a
decomposition ofM into a disjoint union of connected objects.
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F is faithful, conservative and commutes with colimits and finite limits: observe that φs : lcs(E, (G , α)) ∋
M 7→ Ms ∈ G (s) − Sets is faithful, conservative and commutes with colimits and finite limits and
F = Fs ◦ φs, where Fs is the usual forgetful functor on G (s)− Sets.
It is obvious that F ≃ Fforget ◦ Q. We are now going to show that Q preserves connected objects.
Take a connected objectM ∈ lcs(E, (G , α)) and suppose thatN is a non-empty subset of FT (M) stable
under the action of π1(E≤1, T ) and G (v) for v ∈ E0. Stability under the action of π1(E≤1, T ) shows
that N can be extended to a subgraph N≤1 ⊂ M≤1: for an edge e of M≤1 we declare it to be an edge
of N≤1 if one of its ends touches a connected component of p−1(|T |) corresponding to an element of
N . This is well defined, as in this case both ends touch such a component - this is because the action of
m∂1m
−1
∂0
equals the action of
→
e∈ π1(E≤1, T ).
Now we want to show that it extends to 2-simplexes. This is a local question and we can restrict
to simplices in the boundary of a given face f ∈ E2. Define Nf as a preimage of Ns via any ∂ such
that ∂(f) = s. We see that if the choice is independent of s, then we have extended N to a locally
constant system. To see the independence it is enough to prove that if (vef) is a barycentric subdivision
(i.e. we have ∂ and ∂′ such that ∂′(f) = e and ∂(e) = v), then m−1∂∂′(Nv) = m
−1
∂′ (Ne). But from the
G (v)-invariance we have Nv = α
−1
vef (Nv) and so
m−1∂∂′(Nv) = m
−1
∂∂′(α
−1
vef (Nv)) = m
−1
∂′ m
−1
∂ (Nv) = m∂′(Ne)
and thus N can be seen as an element of lcs(E, (G , α)) which is a subobject of M , which contradicts
connectedness ofM .
To see that lcs(E, (G , α)) is generated under colimits by a set of connected objects, observe that in
the above proof of the fact that Q preserves connected objects, we have in fact shown the following
statement.
Fact 3.6. Let M ∈ lcs(G , α) and let Z be a connected component of Q(M). Then there exists a
subsystem W ⊂M such that Q(W ) = Z .
We want to show that there exists a set of connected objects in lcs(G , α) such that any connected
object of lcs(G , α) is isomorphic to an element in that set. As an analogous fact is true in (∗Nv∈E0G (v)∗
N
π1(E≤1, T )) − sets, it is easy to see that it is enough to check that, for any X,Y , if QX ≃ QY , then
X ≃ Y . Let X,Y ∈ lcs(G , α) be connected. Assume that QX ≃ QY . Looking at the graph of this
isomorphism, we find a connected subobject Z ⊂ QX × QY that maps isomorphically on QX and
QY via the respective projections. By the above fact, we know that there exists W ⊂ X × Y such that
QW = Z . Because F ≃ Fforget ◦ Q and F is conservative, we see that the projections W → X and
W → Y must be isomorphisms. This shows X ≃ Y as desired.
The only claim left is that lcs(E(G , α)) is tame, but this follows from tameness of (∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N
π1(E≤1, T ))−Sets, the equality F ≃ Fforget◦Q and the fact thatQmaps connected objects to connected
objects. 
Let us denote by π1(E,G , s) the fundamental group of the infinite Galois category (lcs(E,G ), Fs).
The proposition above tells us that there is a continuous map of Noohi groups with dense image ∗Nv∈E0G (v)∗
N
π1(E≤1, T ))→ π1(E,G , s). We now proceed to describe the kernel.
Recall that π1(E≤1, T ) = Fr(E1)/〈〈{~e|e ∈ T}Fr(E1)〉〉.
Theorem 3.7. (abstract Seifert-Van Kampen theorem for infinite Galois categories) LetE be a connected
2-complex with group data (G , α). With notations as above, the functor Q induces an isomorphism of
Noohi groups
(∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N π1(E≤1, T )/H¯)
Noohi → π1(E,G , s)
where H¯ is the closure of the group
H =
〈〈
G (∂1)(g)~e = ~eG (∂0)(g) e ∈ E1 , g ∈ G (e)
−−−→
(∂2f)α
(f)
102(α
(f)
120)
−1
−−−→
(∂0f)α
(f)
210(α
(f)
201)
−1
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α
(f)
021(α
(f)
012)
−1 f ∈ E2
〉〉
where 〈〈·〉〉 denotes the normal closure of the subgroup generated by the indicated elements and α’s
come from the definition of a (G , α)-system for each given f .
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Proof. The same proof as the proof of [Sti, Thm. 3.2 (2)] shows that Q induces an equivalence of
categories between the infinite Galois categories (lcs(E,G ), Fs) and the full subcategory of objects of
∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N π1(E≤1, T )− Sets on which H acts trivially. We conclude by Observation 2.27. 
Remark 3.8. It is important to note that we can replace free Noohi products by free topological products
in the statement above, as we take the Noohi completion of the quotient anyway. More precisely, the
canonical map
(∗topv∈E0G (v) ∗
top π1(E≤1, T )/H¯1)
Noohi → (∗Nv∈E0G (v) ∗
N π1(E≤1, T )/H¯)
Noohi
is an isomorphism, where H1 is the normal closure in ∗
top
v∈E0
G (v) ∗top π1(E≤1, T ) of a group having
the same generators as H . This is because the categories of G − Sets are the same for those two Noohi
groups.
Fact 3.9. A topological free product ∗topi Gi of topological groups has as an underlying space the free
product of abstract groups ∗topi Gi. This follows from the original construction of Graev [Gra].
3.2. Application to the pro-étale fundamental group.
Descent data. Let T• be a 2-complex in a category C and let F → C be a category fibred over C , with
F (S) as a category of sections above the object S.
Definition 3.10. The category DD(T•,F ) of descent data for F/C relative T• has as objects pairs
(X ′, φ) where X ′ ∈ F (T0) and φ is an isomorphism ∂
∗
0X
′ ∼→ ∂∗1X
′ in F (T1) such that the cocycle
condition holds, i.e., the following commutes in F (T2):
v∗2X
′ v∗1X
′
v∗0X
′
∂∗0φ
∂∗1φ ∂
∗
2φ
Morphisms F : (X ′, φ) → (Y ′, ψ) in DD(T•,F ) are morphisms F : X
′ → Y ′ in F (T0) such that its
two pullbacks ∂∗0f and ∂
∗
1f are compatible with φ, ψ, i.e., ∂
∗
1f ◦ φ = ψ ◦ ∂
∗
0f .
Let h : S′ → S be a map of schemes. There is an associated 2-complex of schemes
S•(h) : S
′
⇔ S′ ×S S
′ ←←← S
′ ×S S
′ ×S S
′
The value of ∂i is the projection under omission of the ith component. We abbreviate DD(S•(h),F ) by
DD(h,F ). Observe that h∗ gives a functor h∗ : F (S)→ DD(h,F ).
Definition 3.11. In the above context h : S′ → S is called an effective descent morphism for F if h∗ is
an equivalence of categories.
Proposition 3.12. Let g : S′ → S be a proper, surjective morphism of finite presentation, then g is a
morphism of effective descent for geometric covers.
Proof. This is [Lav, Prop. 1.16] and relies on the results of [Ryd]. More precisely, this follows from
[Ryd, Prop. 5.4], [Ryd, Thm. 5.19], then checking that the obtained algebraic space is a scheme (using
étaleness and separatedness, see [SP, Tag 0417]) and that it still satisfies the valuative criterion (see
Lemma 2.39). 
Discretisation of descent data. We would like to apply the procedure described in [Sti, §4.3] but to the
pro-étale fundamental group. However, in the classical setting of Galois categories, given a category C
and functors F,F ′ : C → Sets such that (C, F ) and (C, F ′) are Galois categories (i.e. F,F ′ are fibre
functors), there exists an isomorphism (not unique) between F and F ′. Choosing such an isomorphism
is called "choosing a path" between F and F ′. However, it is not clear whether an analogous statement is
true for tame infinite Galois categories as the proof does not carry over to this case (see the proof of [SP,
Lemma 0BN5] or in [SGA 1] - these proofs are essentially the same and rely on the pro-representability
result of Grothendieck [Gro60, Prop. A.3.3.1]).
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Question 3.13. Let C be a category and F,F ′ : C → Sets be two functors such that (C, F ) and (C, F ′)
are tame infinite Galois categories. Is it true that F and F ′ are isomorphic?
As we do not know the answer to this question, we have to make an additional assumption when trying
to discretise the descent data. Fortunately, it will always be satisfied in the geometric setting, which is
our main case of interest.
Definition 3.14. Let (C, F ), (C′, F ′) be two infinite Galois categories and let φ : C → C′ be a functor.
We say that φ is compatible if there exists an isomorphism of functors F ≃ F ′ ◦ φ.
Let F → C be fibred in tame infinite Galois categories. More precisely, we have a notion of con-
nected objects in C and any T ∈ C is a coproduct of connected components. Over connected objects
F takes values in tame infinite Galois categories (i.e. over a connected Y ∈ C there exists a functor
FY : F (Y ) → Sets such that (F (Y ), FY ) is a tame infinite Galois category but we do not fix the
functor).
Definition 3.15. Let T• be a 2-complex in C . LetE = π0(T•) be its 2-complex of connected components:
the 2-complex in Sets built by degree-wise application of the connected component functor. We will say
that T• is a compatible 2-complex if one can fix fibre functors Fs of F (s) for each simplex s ∈ E such
that (F (s), Fs) is tame and for any boundary map ∂ : s → s
′ there exists an isomorphism of fibre
functors Fs ◦ T (∂)
∗ ∼→ Fs′ .
The 2-complexes that will appear in the (geometric) applications below will always be compatible.
From now on, we will assume all 2-complexes to be compatible, even if not stated explicitly. Let T• be
a compatible 2-complex in C . Fix fibre functors Fs and isomorphisms between them as in the definition
of a compatible 2-complex. For any ∂, denote the fixed isomorphism by ~∂. For a 2-simplex (vef) of the
barycentric subdivision with ∂′ : f → e and ∂ : e→ v we define
αvef =
~∂′~∂
(−→
∂∂′
)−1
or, more precisely,
αvef = T (∂)(
~∂′)~∂(
−→
∂∂′)−1 ∈ Aut(Fv) = π1(F (s), Fs).
We define Noohi group data (G , α) on E in the following way: G (s) = π1(F (s), Fs) for any simplex
s ∈ E and to ∂ : s → s′ is associated G (∂) : π1(F (s), Fs)
T (∂)∗
→ π1(F (s
′), Fs ◦ T (∂)
∗)
~∂()~∂−1
−→
π1(F (s
′), Fs′). We define elements α as described above and we easily check that this gives Noohi
group data.
Proposition 3.16. The choice of functors Fs and the choice of ~∂ as above fix a functor
discr : DD(T•,F )→ lcs(E, (G , α))
which is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Given a descent datum (X ′, φ) relative T• we have to attach a locally constant (G , α)-system on
E in a functorial way. For v ∈ E0, e ∈ E1 and f ∈ E2, the definition of suitable G (v) (or G (e) or
G (f)) sets and mapsm∂ between them can be given by the same formulas as in [Sti, Prop. 4.4] and also
the same computations as in [Sti, Prop. 4.4] show that we obtain an element of lcs(E, (G , α)). Again,
the reasoning of [Sti, Prop. 4.4] gives a functor in the opposite direction: given M ∈ lcs(E, (G , α)) we
define X ′ ∈ F (T0) =
∏
v∈E0
F (v) as X ′|v corresponding to Mv for all v ∈ E0. Maps from edges to
vertices define a map φ : T (∂0)∗X ′ → T (∂1)∗X ′ and to check the cocycle condition one reverses the
argument of the proof that discr gives a locally constant system. 
To apply the last proposition we need to know that the compatibility condition holds in the setting we
are interested in.
Lemma 3.17. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of locally topologically noetherian connected schemes.
Let x¯′ be a geometric point ofX ′ and x¯ a geometric point of X. Then the functor f∗ : CovX → CovX′ is
a compatible functor between infinite Galois categories (CovX , evx¯) and (CovX′ , evx¯′), i.e. the functors
evx¯ and evx¯′ ◦ f
∗ are isomorphic.
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Proof. Looking at the image of x¯′ (as a geometric point) on X, we reduce to the case when both x¯′ and
x¯ lie on the same scheme X. In that case we proceed as in the second part of the proof of [BS, Lm.
7.4.1]. 
The above results combine to recover the analogue of [Sti, Cor. 5.3] in the pro-étale setting.
Corollary 3.18. Let h : S′ → S be an effective descent morphism for geometric covers. Assume that S
is connected and S, S′, S′×S S
′, S′×S S
′×S S
′ are locally topologically noetherian. Let S′ =
⊔
v S
′
v be
the decomposition into connected components. Let s¯ be a geometric point of S, let s¯(t) be a geometric
point of the simplex t ∈ π0(S•(h)), and let T be a maximal tree in the graph Γ = π0(S•(h))≤1 . For
every boundary map ∂ : t → t′ let γt′,t : s¯(t
′) → S•(h)(∂)s¯(t) be a fixed path (i.e. an isomorphism of
fibre functors as in Lm. 3.17). Then canonically with respect to all these choices
πproe´t1 (S, s¯)
∼=
((
∗Nv∈E0 π
proe´t
1 (S
′
v, s¯(v)) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )
)
/H
)Noohi
whereH is the normal subgroup generated by the cocycle and edge relations
πproe´t1 (∂1)(g)~e = ~eπ
proe´t
1 (∂0)(g)(1)
−−−→
(∂2f)α
(f)
102(α
(f)
120)
−1−−−→(∂0f)α
(f)
210(α
(f)
201)
−1
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α
(f)
021(α
(f)
012)
−1 = 1(2)
for all parameter values e ∈ S1(h), g ∈ π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e)), and f ∈ S2(h). The map π
proe´t
1 (∂i) uses
the fixed path γ∂i(e),e and α
(f)
ijk is defined using v ∈ S0(h) and e ∈ S1(h) determined by vi(f) = v,
{∂0(e), ∂1(e)} = {vi(f), vj(f)} as
α
(f)
ijk = γv,eγe,fγ
−1
v,f ∈ π
proe´t
1 (v, s¯(v)).
Remark 3.19. Similarly as in Rmk. 3.8, we could replace ∗N by ∗top in the above, as we take the Noohi
completion of the whole quotient anyway.
Remark 3.20. We will often use Cor. 3.18 for h - the normalization map (or similar situations), where
the connected components S′v are normal. In this case π
proe´t
1 (S
′
v, s¯(v)) = π
e´t
1 (S
′
v, s¯v). This implies that
πproe´t1 (∂1) factorizes through the profinite completion of π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e)), which can be identified with
πe´t1 (e, s¯(e)). Moreover, the map π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e))→ π
e´t
1 (e, s¯(e)) has dense image and, in the end, we take
the closure H of H . The upshot of this discussion is that in the definition of generators of H we might
consider g ∈ πe´t1 (e, s¯(e)) instead of g ∈ π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e)) and π
e´t
1 (∂i) instead of π
proe´t
1 (∂i), i ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.
πproe´t1 (S, s¯)
∼=
((
∗topv∈E0 π
e´t
1 (S
′
v, s¯(v)) ∗
top π1(Γ, T )
)
/H
)Noohi
where H is the normal subgroup generated by
πe´t1 (∂1)(g)~eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(g)
−1~e−1 for all e ∈ S1(h), g ∈ π
e´t
1 (e, s¯(e))
and
−−−→
(∂2f)α
(f)
102(α
(f)
120)
−1−−−→(∂0f)α
(f)
210(α
(f)
201)
−1
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α
(f)
021(α
(f)
012)
−1 for all f ∈ S2(h).
Let us mention an important observation here.
Lemma 3.21. Let X be a connected topologically noetherian scheme. Let x¯1, x¯2 be two geometric
points on X. Then there is an isomorphism πproe´t1 (X, x¯1) ≃ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯2). It is unique (only) up to an
inner automorphism.
Proof. It follows from Lm. 3.17 by taking X ′ = X but different points x¯1, x¯2 as the base points. 
Let us move on to some applications.
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Ordered descent data. Let F be a category fibred over C with a fixed splitting cleavage (i.e. the as-
sociated pseudo-functor is a functor). Assume that C is some subcategory of the category of locally
topologically noetherian schemes with the property that finite fibre products in C are the same as the
finite fibre products as schemes. Let h =
⊔
i∈I hi : S
′ =
⊔
i S
′
i∈I → S be a morphism of schemes and
let < be a total order on the set of indices I . Let S<• (h) ⊂ S•(h) be the open and closed sub-2-complex
of schemes in C of ordered partial products
S<0 (h) = S
′ , S<1 (h) =
⊔
i<j
S′i ×S S
′
j , S
<
2 (h) =
⊔
i<j<k
S′i ×S S
′
j ×S S
′
k
Proposition 3.22. Let h =
⊔
i∈I hi : S
′ =
⊔
i S
′
i∈I → S be a morphism of schemes such that, for every
i, j ∈ I , the maps induced by the diagonal morphisms ∆∗i : F (S
′
i ×S S
′
i)→ F (S
′
i) and (∆i × idS′j)
∗ :
F (S′i ×S S
′
j ×S S
′
i) → F (S
′
i × S
′
j) are fully faithful. Then the natural open and closed immersion
S<• (h) →֒ S•(h) induces an equivalence of categories
DD(h,F )
∼=
→ DD(S<• (h),F )
Proof. Let Y ∈ F (S′i) and consider ∂
∗
0Y, ∂
∗
1Y ∈ F (S
′
i ×S S
′
i) obtained via maps induced by the
projections F (S′i)→ F (S
′
i×S S
′
i). We first claim that there is exactly one isomorphism ∂0|
∗
Si×SSi
Y →
∂1|
∗
Si×SSi
Y as in the definition of descent data. Observe that ∆∗i ∂
∗
0Y = Y , ∆
∗
i ∂
∗
1Y = Y and from
the assumption any isomorphism φ : ∂∗0Y |Si → ∂
∗
1Y |Si corresponds to some isomorphism in ψ ∈
HomSi(Y |Si , Y |Si). Pulling back the cocycle condition via the diagonal ∆
∗
2,i : F (S
′
i ×S S
′
i ×S S
′
i) →
F (S′i) we get ψ = idY |Si , so there is at most one map φ as above (we use here and below that we work
with a splitting cleavage and so, by definition, the pullback functors preserve compositions of maps).
Moreover, our assumptions imply that ∆∗2,i is fully faithful as well, which shows that φ : ∂
∗
0Y |Si →
∂∗1Y |Si corresponding to idY |Si will satisfy the condition. A similar reasoning shows that if we have φij
specified for i < j, then φji is uniquely determined and the if φij’s satisfy the cocycle condition on Sijk
for i < j < k, then φij’s together with φji’s obtained will satisfy the cocycle condition on any Sαβγ ,
α, β, γ ∈ {i, j, k} 
Observation 3.23. If the map of schemes S′i → S is injective, i.e. if the diagonal map S
′
i → S
′
i ×S S
′
i
is an isomorphism, then (still assuming splitting of the cleavage) the assumptions of the proposition are
satisfied.
Two examples.
Example 3.24. Let k be a field and C be P1k with two k-rational closed points p0 and p1 glued (see [Sch]
for results on gluing schemes). Denote by p the node (i.e. the image of pi’s in C). We want to compute
πproe´t1 (C). By the definition of C , we have a map h : C˜ = P
1 → C (which is also the normalization).
It is finite, so it is an effective descent map for geometric covers. Thus, we can use the van Kampen
theorem. This goes as follows:
• Check that C˜ ×C C˜ ≃ C˜ ⊔ p01 ⊔ p10 as schemes over C , where pαβ are equal to Spec(k) and
map to the node of C via the structural map. This can be done by checking that HomC(Y, C˜ ⊔
p01 ⊔ p10) ≃ HomC(Y, C˜)×HomC(Y, C˜);
• Similarly, check that C˜ ×C C˜ ×C C˜ ≃ C˜ ⊔ p001 ⊔ p010 ⊔ p011 ⊔ p100 ⊔ p101 ⊔ p110, where the
projection C˜ ×C C˜ ×C C˜ → C˜ ×C C˜ omitting the first factor maps pabc to pbc and so on;
• We fix a geometric point b¯ = Spec(k¯) over the base scheme Spec(k) and fix geometric points
p¯0 and p¯1 over p0 and p1 that map to b¯. Then we fix geometric points on C˜, p01, p10 ⊂ C˜ ⊔ p01⊔
p10 ≃ C˜ ×C C˜ in a compatible way and similarly for connected components of C˜ ×C C˜ ×C C˜
(i.e. let us say that p¯αβγ 7→ p¯α via v0 and p¯αβ 7→ p¯α). We fix a path γ from p¯0 to p¯1 that becomes
trivial on Spec(k) via the structural map (this can be done by viewing p¯0 and p¯1 as geometric
points on C˜k¯, choosing the path on C˜k¯ first and defining γ to be its image). Let p¯ be the fixed
geometric point on C given by the image of p¯0 (or, equivalently, p¯1).
• We want to use Cor. 3.18 to compute πproe´t1 (C, p¯). We choose p¯0 as the base point s¯(C˜) for
C˜ ∈ π0(S0(h)), C˜ ∈ π0(S1(h)) and C˜ ∈ π0(S2(h)) . Then for any t, t′ ∈ π0(S•(h)) and the
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boundary map ∂ : t→ t′, we use either identity or γ to define γt′,t : s¯(t′)→ S•(h)(∂)s¯(t) as all
the points p¯abc map ultimately either to p¯0 or p¯1.
With this setup, the α(f)ijk’s (defined as in Cor. 3.18) are trivial for any f and so the relation (2) in this
corollary reads
−−−→
(∂2f)
−−−→
(∂0f)
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
= 1. Applying this to different faces f ∈ π0(C˜ ×C C˜ ×C C˜)
gives that the image of π1(Γ, T ) ≃ Z∗3 in π
proe´t
1 (C, p¯) is generated by a single edge (in our case only
one maximal tree can be chosen – containing a single vertex). The choice of paths made guarantees
πproe´t1 (∂0)(g) = π
proe´t
1 (∂1)(g) in π
proe´t
1 (C˜, p¯0) for any g ∈ π
proe´t
1 (pab, p¯ab) = Gal(k). So relation (1) in
Cor. 3.18 implies that the image of πproe´t1 (C˜, p¯0) ≃ Gal(k) in π
proe´t
1 (C, p¯0) commutes with the elements
of the image of π1(Γ, T ). Putting this together we get
πproe´t1 (C, p¯) ≃
≃
(
(πproe´t1 (C˜, p¯0) ∗
top π1(Γ, T ))/〈π
proe´t
1 (∂1)(g)~e = ~eπ
proe´t
1 (∂2)(g),
−−−→
(∂2f)
−−−→
(∂0f)
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
= 1〉
)Noohi
≃
≃
(
Galk × Z
)Noohi
= Galk × Z
Example 3.25. LetX1, . . . ,Xm be geometrically connected normal curves over a field k and let Ym+1, . . . , Yn
be nodal curves over k as in Ex. 3.24. Let xi : Spec(k) → Xi be rational points and let yj denote the
node of Yj . Let X := ∪•Xi ∪• Yj be a scheme over k obtained via gluing of Xi’s and Yj’s along the
rational points xi and yj (in the sense of [Sch]). The notation ∪• denotes gluing along the obvious points.
The point of gluing gives a rational point x : Spec(k)→ X. We choose a geometric point b¯ = Spec(k¯)
over the base Spec(k) and choose a geometric point x¯ over x such that it maps to b¯. The maps Xi → X
and Yj → X are closed immersions (this is basically [Sch, Lm. 3.8]). We also get geometric points x¯i
and y¯j over xi and yj that map to b¯ as well. DenoteX i = (Xi)k¯. LetGalk,i = π
e´t
1 (xi, x¯i). It is a copy of
Galk in the sense that the induced map πe´t1 (xi, x¯i)→ π
e´t
1 (Spec(k), b¯) is an isomorphism. Let us denote
by ιi : Galk → Galk,i the inverse of this isomorphism. The group πe´t1 (xi, x¯i) acts on π
e´t
1 (Xi, x¯i) and
allows to write πe´t1 (Xi, x¯i) ≃ π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i)⋊Galk,i.
After some computations (as in the previous example), using Cor. 3.18 and Ex. 3.24, one gets
πproe´t1 (X, x¯) ≃
(
∗N1≤i≤m(π
e´t
1 (Xi, x¯i)⋊Galk,i)∗
N
m+1≤j≤n(Z×Galk,j)/〈ιi(σ) = ιi′ (σ)|σ ∈ Galk, i, i
′ = 1, . . . , n〉
)Noohi
.
Let us describe the category of group-sets.(
∗N1≤i≤m (π
e´t
1 (Xi, x¯i)⋊Galk,i) ∗
N
m+1≤j≤n (Z×Galk,j)/〈ιi(σ) = ιi′(σ)|σ ∈ Galk, i, i
′ = 1, . . . , n〉
)Noohi
− Sets ≃
≃
{
S ∈
(
∗N1≤i≤m (π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i)⋊Galk,i) ∗
N
m+1≤j≤n (Z×Galk,j)
)Noohi
− Sets
∣∣∣∀i,i′,σ∀s∈Sιi(σ) · s = ιi′(σ) · s} ≃
≃
{
S ∈
(
∗N1≤i≤m π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i) ∗
N Z∗n−m ∗Galk
)Noohi
− Sets
∣∣∣∣∣∣∀σ∈Galk∀i∀γ∈πe´t1 (Xi,x¯i)
w∈Z∗n−m
∀s∈S(σ · (γ · s) =
σ γ · (σ · s) and σ · (w · s) = w · (σ · s)
}
We have used Obs. 2.27 and Lm. 3.26 below.
Lemma 3.26. LetK andQ be topological groups and assume we have a continuous actionK×Q→ K
respecting multiplication inK . ThenK⋊Q with the product topology (onK×Q) is a topological group
and there is an isomorphism
K ∗top Q/〈〈qkq−1 = qk〉〉 → K ⋊Q
Proof. ThatK⋊Q becomes a topological group is easy from the continuity assumption of the action. The
isomorphism is obtained as follows: from the universal property we have a continuous homomorphism
K ∗top Q→ K ⋊Q and the kernel of this map is the smallest normal subgroup containing the elements
qkq−1(qk)−1 (this follows from the fact that the underlying abstract group of K ∗top Q is the abstract
free product of the underlying abstract groups, similarly for K ⋊ Q and that we know the kernel in this
case). So we have a continuous map that is an isomorphism of abstract groups. We have to check that the
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inverse map K ⋊ Q ∋ kq 7→ kq ∈ K ∗top Q/〈〈qkq−1 =q k〉〉 is continuous. It is enough to check that
the map K ×Q ∋ (k, q) 7→ kq ∈ K ∗top Q (of topological spaces) is continuous, but this follows from
the fact that the mapsK → K ∗topQ and Q→ K ∗topQ are continuous and that the multiplication map
(K ∗top Q)× (K ∗top Q)→ K ∗top Q is continuous. 
3.3. Künneth formula and topological invariance.
Topological invariance of the pro-étale fundamental group. We are going to prove that universal home-
omorphisms of schemes induce equivalences on the corresponding categories of geometric covers.
Proposition 3.27. Let h : X ′ → X be a universal homeomorphism of topologically noetherian schemes
(i.e. induces a homeomorphism of topological spaces after any base-change). Then the pullback
h∗ : CovX → CovX′ , Y 7→ Y
′ = Y ×X X
′
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. By [SP, Theorem 04DZ], V 7→ V ′ = V ×X X ′ induces an equivalence of categories of schemes
étale overX and schemes étale overX ′. By [Ryd, Proposition 5.4.], this induces an equivalence between
schemes étale and separated over respectively X and X ′. The only thing left to be shown is that if
for an étale separated scheme Y → X, the map Y ×X X ′ → X ′ satisfies the existence part of the
valuative criterion of properness, then so does Y → X. But this property can be characterized in purely
topological terms (see [SP, Lemma 01KE]) and so the result follows from the fact that h is a universal
homeomorphism.
Alternatively, the first part of the proof (i.e. étale plus separated) follows from [Ryd, Theorem 5.21]
and the fact that an algebraic space that is separated and locally quasi-finite over a scheme is a scheme
as well (see [SP, Tag 03XX]). 
Künneth formula for πproe´t1 . Let X,Y be two connected schemes locally of finite type over an alge-
braically closed field k and assume that Y is proper. Let us fix closed points x¯ and y¯ of X and Y
respectively. With these assumptions, the classical statement says that the "Künneth formula" for πe´t1
holds, i.e.
Fact 3.28. ([SGA 1, Exposé X, Cor. 1.7]) With the above assumptions, the map induced by the projec-
tions is an isomorphism
πe´t1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯))
∼
→ πe´t1 (X, x¯)× π
e´t
1 (Y, y¯)
We want to establish analogous statement for πproe´t1 .
Proposition 3.29. LetX,Y be two connected schemes locally of finite type over an algebraically closed
field k and assume that Y is proper. Let us fix x¯, y¯ - closed points respectively of X and Y . Then the
map induced by the projections is an isomorphism
πproe´t1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯))
∼
→ πproe´t1 (X, x¯)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
Before we start the proof let us state and prove the surjectivity of the above map as a lemma. Proper-
ness is not needed for this.
Lemma 3.30. Let X,Y be two connected schemes over an algebraically closed field k with k-points on
them: x¯ onX and y¯ on Y . Then the map induced by the projections
πproe´t1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯))→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
is surjective.
Proof. Consider the map (idX , y¯) : X = X ×k y¯ → X ×k Y . It is easy to check that the map induced
on fundamental groups πproe´t1 (X, x¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯)) → π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) × π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯) is given
by (id
πproe´t1 (X,x¯)
, 1
πproe´t1 (Y,y¯)
) : πproe´t1 (X, x¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) × π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯). Analogous fact holds if we
consider (x¯, idY ) : Y → X ×k Y . As a result, the image im(π
proe´t
1 (X ×k Y, (x¯, y¯)) → π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) ×
πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)) contains the set (π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) × {1πproe´t1 (Y,y¯)
}) ∪ ({1
πproe´t1 (X,x¯)
} × πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)). This
finishes the proof, as this set generates πproe´t1 (X, x¯) × π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯). 
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Proof. (of Prop. 3.29) As X,Y are locally of finite type over a field, the normalization maps are finite
and we can apply Prop. 3.12. Let X˜ → X be the normalization of X and let X˜ = ⊔vX˜v be its
decomposition into connected components and let us fix a closed point xv ∈ X˜v for each v.
We first deal with a particular case.
Claim: the statement of Prop. 3.29 holds under the additional assumption that, for any v, the projections
induce isomorphisms
πproe´t1 (X˜v ×k Y, (xv, y¯))
∼
→ πproe´t1 (X˜v , xv)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯).
Proof of the claim. Apply Cor. 3.18 to h : X˜ → X. We choose x¯ and xv’s as geometric points s¯(t)
of the corresponding simplexes t ∈ π0(S•(h))0 and choose s¯(t) to be arbitrary closed points (of suitable
double and triple fibre products) for t ∈ π0(S•(h))2. We fix a maximal tree T in Γ = π0(S•(h))≤1
and fix paths γt′,t : s¯(t′) → S•(h)(∂)s¯(t). Thus, we get π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)
∼=
((
∗Nv π
proe´t
1 (X˜v , xv) ∗
N
π1(Γ, T )
)
/H
)Noohi
where H is defined as in Cor. 3.18.
Observe now that X˜v×kY are connected (as k is algebraically closed) and that h×idY : X˜×Y → X×Y
is an effective descent morphism for geometric covers. So we might use Cor. 3.18 in this setting.
As (X˜v × Y ) ×X×Y (X˜w × Y ) = (Xv ×X Xw) ×k Y , and similarly for triple products, we can
identify in a natural way i−1 : π0(S•(h × idY ))
∼
→ π0(S•(h)). In particular we can identify the graph
ΓY = π0(S•(h × idY ))≤1 with Γ and we choose the maximal tree TY of ΓY as the image of T via this
identification. For t ∈ π0(S•(h)) choose (s¯(t), y¯) as the closed base points for i(t) ∈ π0(S•(h × idY )).
Denote by αijk elements of various π
proe´t
1 (X˜v) defined as in Cor. 3.18 and by ~e elements of π1(Γ, T ).
By the choices and identifications above we can identify π1(ΓY , TY ) with π1(Γ, T ). Using van Kampen
and the assumption, we write
πproe´t1 (X × Y, (x¯, y¯))
∼=
((
∗Nv π
proe´t
1 (X˜v × Y, (xv, y¯)) ∗
N π1(ΓY , TY )
)
/HY
)Noohi
∼=
((
∗Nv (π
proe´t
1 (X˜v, xv)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)v) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )
)
/HY
)Noohi
.
Here πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)v denotes a "copy" of π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯) for each v. By Lm. 3.30, for T ∈ π0(S•(h)) the
natural map πproe´t1 (T × Y, (s¯(T ), y¯)) → π
proe´t
1 (T, s¯(T )) × π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯) is surjective. It follows that the
relations defining HY (as in Cor. 3.18) can be written as
πproe´t1 (∂1)(g)hy,1~e = ~eπ
proe´t
1 (∂0)(g)hy,0, e ∈ e(Γ), g ∈ π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e)), e ∈ S1(h), hy ∈ π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
−−−→
(∂2f)α102α
−1
120
−−−→
(∂0f)α210α
−1
201
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α021α
−1
012 = 1, f ∈ S2(h)
where α’s in the second relation are elements of suitable πproe´t1 (X˜v)’s and are the same as in the
corresponding generators of H . The hy,i denotes a copy of element hy ∈ π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯) in a suit-
able πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)v. Varying e and hy while choosing g = 1 ∈ π
proe´t
1 (e, s¯(e)) for every e, gives that
hy,1~e = ~ehy,0. For e ∈ T we have ~e = 1 and so the first relation reads hy,1 = hy,0, i.e. it identifies
πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)v with π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)w for v,w - ends of the edge e. As T is a maximal tree in Γ, it contains
all the vertices, so the first relation identifies πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)v = π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)w for any two vertices v,w and
we will denote this subgroup (of the quotient) by πproe´t1 (Y, y¯). This way hy,1~e = ~ehy,0 reads simply
hy~e = ~ehy , so elements of π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯) commute with elements of π1(Γ, T ). Moreover, elements of
πproe´t1 (Y, y¯) commute with elements of each π
proe´t
1 (X˜v, xv), as this was true for π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)v . On the
other hand, choosing hy = 1 in the first relation and looking at the second relation, we see that HY
contains all the relations of H . Using notations from the above discussion, we can sum it up by writing
HY = 〈〈relations generating H,hy,0 = hy,1, hy~e = ~ehy, hyg = ghy (g ∈ π
proe´t
1 (X˜v , xv))〉〉.
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Putting this together, we get equivalences of categories((
∗Nv (π
proe´t
1 (X˜v , xv)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)v) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )
)
/HY
)
− Sets
∼= {S ∈
(
∗Nv (π
proe´t
1 (X˜v, xv)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)v) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )
)
− Sets|HY acts trivially on S}
♠
∼= {S ∈
(
(∗Nv π
proe´t
1 (X˜v , xv) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )) × π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
)
− Sets|H acts trivially on S}
∼=
(((
∗Nv π
proe´t
1 (X˜v , xv) ∗
N π1(Γ, T )
)
/H
)
× πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)
)
− Sets
∼=
(
πproe´t1 (X, x¯)× π
proe´t
1 (Y, y¯)
)
− Sets,
where equality ♠ follows from the fact that for topological groups G1, G2 there is equivalence (G1 ×
G2)− Sets ∼= {S ∈ G1 ∗
N G2 − Sets|∀g1∈G1
g2∈G2
∀s∈Sg1g2s = g2g1s} (see Lm. 3.26).
This finishes the proof of the claim, i.e. of a particular case of the proposition.
General case. The general case follows from the claim proven above in the following way: let
⊔vX˜v = X˜ → X and ⊔uY˜u = Y˜ → Y be decompositions into connected components of the normaliza-
tions ofX and Y . Fix v and note that πproe´t1 (Xv×k Y ) = π
proe´t
1 (Xv)×π
proe´t
1 (Y ) by applying the claim
to Y and X˜v. This is possible, as Y˜u’s, X˜v and the products Y˜u ×k X˜v (for all u) are normal varieties
and so their pro-étale fundamental groups are equal to the usual étale fundamental groups (by Lm. 2.12)
for which the equality πe´t1 (Y˜u ×k X˜v) = π
e´t
1 (Y˜u) × π
e´t
1 (X˜v) is known (see Fact 3.28). Thus, for any v,
we have that πproe´t1 (Xv ×k Y ) = π
proe´t
1 (Xv)× π
proe´t
1 (Y ). We can now apply the claim toX and Y and
finish the proof in the general case. 
3.4. Invariance of πproe´t1 of a proper scheme under a base-change K ⊃ k of algebraically closed
fields.
Proposition 3.31. LetX be a proper scheme over an algebraically closed field k. LetK ⊃ k be another
algebraically closed field. Then the pullback induces an equivalence of categories
F : CovX → CovXK
In particular, if X is connected, XK → X induces an isomorphism
πproe´t1 (XK)
∼
→ πproe´t1 (X).
Proof. Let Xν → X be the normalization. It is finite and thus a morphism of effective descent for
geometric covers. Let us show that the functor F is essentially surjective. Let Y ′ ∈ CovXK . As k is
algebraically closed and Xν is normal, we conclude that Xν is geometrically normal and thus the base
change (Xν)K is normal as well (see [SP, Tag 038O]). Pulling Y ′ back to (Xν)K we get a disjoint union
of schemes finite étale over (Xν)K with a descent datum. It is a classical result ([SGA 1, Exp. X, Cor.
1.8]) that the pullback induces an equivalence Fe´tXν → Fe´tXν
K
of finite étale covers and similarly for the
double and triple products Xν2 = X
ν ×X X
ν ,Xν3 = X
ν ×X X
ν ×X X
ν . These equivalences obviously
extend to categories whose objects are (possibly infinite) disjoint unions of finite étale schemes (overXν ,
Xν2 , X
ν
3 respectively) with étale morphisms as arrows. These categories can be seen as subcategories of
CovXν and so on. These subcategories are moreover stable under pullbacks between CovXνi . Putting
this together we see, that Y ′′ = Y ′ ×XK (X
ν)K with its descent datum is isomorphic to a pullback of
a descent datum from Xν . Thus, we conclude that there exists Y ∈ CovX such that Y ′ ≃ YK . Full
faithfulness of F is shown in the same way. If X is connected, it can be also proven more directly, as
F being fully faithful is equivalent to preserving connectedness of geometric covers, but any connected
Y ∈ CovX is geometrically connected and thus YK remains connected by Lm. 2.37 (2). 
4. HOMOTOPY EXACT SEQUENCE OVER A FIELD
4.1. Statement of the results and examples. The main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
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Theorem. (see Theorem 4.16 below) Let k be a field and fix an algebraic closure k¯. LetX be a geomet-
rically connected scheme of finite type over k. Then the sequence of abstract groups
1→ πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X)→ Galk → 1
is exact.
Moreover, the map πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding and the map π
proe´t
1 (X) →
Galk is a quotient map of topological groups.
One shows the near exactness first and obtains the above version as a corollary with an extra argument.
The most difficult part of the sequence is exactness on the left. We will prove it as a separate theorem
and its proof occupies an entire section.
Theorem. (see Theorem 4.14 below) Let k be a field and fix its algebraic closure k¯. Let X be a scheme
of finite type over k such that the base change Xk¯ is connected. Then the induced map
πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X)
is a topological embedding.
By Prop. 2.37, it translates to the following statement in terms of covers: every geometric cover of
Xk¯ can be dominated by a cover that embeds into a base-change to k¯ of a geometric cover of X (i.e.
defined over k). In practice, we prove that every connected geometric cover of Xk¯ can be dominated by
a (base-change of a) cover of Xl for l/k finite.
For finite covers, the analogous statement is very easy to prove simply by finiteness condition. But
for general geometric covers this is non-trivial and maybe even slightly surprising as we show by coun-
terexamples (Ex. 4.5 and Ex. 4.6) that it is not always true that a connected geometric cover of Xk¯ is
isomorphic to a base-change of a cover of Xl for some finite extension l/k. This last statement is, how-
ever, stronger than what we need to prove and thus does not contradict our theorem. Observe, that the
stronger statement is true for finite covers and, even more generally, whenever πproe´t1 (Xk¯) is prodiscrete,
as proven in Prop. 4.8.
Let us proceed to proving the easier part of the sequence first.
Observation 4.1. By Prop. 3.27, the category of geometric covers is invariant under universal homeo-
morphisms. In particular, for a connectedX over a field and k′/k purely inseparable, there is πproe´t1 (Xk′) =
πproe´t1 (X). Similarly, we can replace X by Xred and so assume X to be reduced when convenient. In
this case, base change to separable closure Xks is reduced as well. We will often use this observation
without an explicit reference.
Wed start with the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let k be a field. Let k ⊂ k′ be a (possibly infinite) Galois extension. Let X be a connected
scheme over k. Let T 0 ⊂ π0(Xk′) be a closed subset preserved by the Gal(k
′/k)-action. Then T 0 =
π0(Xk′).
Proof. Let T be the preimage of T 0 inXk′ (with the reduced induced structure). By [SP, Lemma 038B],
T is the preimage of a closed subset T ⊂ X via the projection morphism p : Xk′ → X. On the other
hand, by [SP, Lemma 04PZ], the image p(T ) equals the entire X. Thus, T = X and T = Xk′ , and so
T 0 = π0(Xk′). 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a connected scheme over a field k with an l′-rational point with l′/k a finite field
extension. Then π0(Xksep) is finite, the Galk action on π0(Xksep) is continuous and there exists a finite
separable extension l/k such that the induced map π0(Xksep)→ π0(Xl) is a bijection. Moreover, there
exists the smallest field (contained in ksep) with this property and it is Galois over k.
Proof. Let us first show the continuity of the Galk-action. The morphism Spec(l′) → X gives a Galk-
equivariant morphism Spec(l′ ⊗k ksep) → Xksep and a Galk-equivariant map π0(Spec(l′ ⊗k ksep)) →
π0(Xksep). Denote by M ⊂ π0(Xksep) the image of the last map. It is finite and Galk-invariant, and
by Lm. 4.2, M = π0(Xk′). We have tacitly used that M is closed, as π0(Xk′) is Hausdorff (as the
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connected components are closed). As Galk acts continuously on π0(Spec(l′ ⊗k ksep)) (for example by
[SP, Lemma 038E]), we conclude that it acts continuously on π0(Xksep) as well. From Lm. 4.2 again and
from [SP, Tag 038D], we easily see that the fields l ⊂ ksep such that π0(Xksep)→ π0(Xl) is a bijection
are precisely those that Gall acts trivially on π0(Xksep). To get the minimal field with this property we
choose l such that Gall = ker(Galk → Aut(π0(Xksep))). 
Theorem 4.4. Let k be a field and fix an algebraic closure k¯. LetX be a geometrically connected scheme
of finite type over k. Let x¯ : Spec(k¯)→ Xk¯ be a geometric point on Xk¯. Then the induced sequence
πproe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯)
ι
→ πproe´t1 (X, x¯)
p
→ Galk → 1
of topological groups is nearly exact in the middle (i.e. the thick closure of im(ι) equals ker(p)) and
πproe´t1 (X)→ Galk is a topological quotient map.
Proof. (1) The map p is surjective and open: let U < πproe´t1 (X) be an open subgroup. There is a
geometric cover Y ofX with a k¯-point y¯ such that the morphism πproe´t1 (Y, y¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) is
equal to U ⊂ πproe´t1 (X, x¯). As Y is locally of finite type over k, the image of y¯ in Y has a finite
extension l of k as the residue field. Thus, we get Gall → π
proe´t
1 (Y ) → Galk and we see that
the image πproe´t1 (Y )→ Galk contains an open subgroup, so is open. We have shown that p is an
open morphism. In particular the image of πproe´t1 (X) in Galk is open and so also closed. On the
other hand, this image is dense as we have the following diagram
πproe´t1 (X) π
proe´t
1 (Spec(k))
̂
πproe´t1 (X)
prof
πe´t1 (X) π
e´t
1 (Spec(k))
where .̂ . .prof means the profinite completion. In the diagram, the left vertical map has dense
image and the lower horizontal is surjective. This shows that πproe´t1 (X)→ Galk is surjective.
(2) The composition πproe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) → Galk is trivial: this is clear thanks to Prop.
2.37 and the fact that the mapXk¯ → Spec(k) factorizes through Spec(k¯).
(3) The thick closure of im(ι) is normal: as remarked above, πproe´t1 (Xk¯) = π
proe´t
1 (Xks), where k
s
denotes the separable closure. Thus, we are allowed to replace k¯ with ks in the proof of this
point. Moreover, by the same remark, we can and do assume X to be reduced. Let Y → X
be a connected geometric cover such that there exists a section s : Xks → Y ×X Xks =
Yks over Xks . Observe that any such section is a clopen immersion: this follows immediately
from the equivalence of categories of πproe´t1 (Xks) − Sets and geometric covers. Define T¯ :=⋃
σ∈Gal(k)
σs(Xks) ⊂ Yks . Observe that two images of sections in the sum either coincide or are
disjoint as Xks is connected and they are clopen. Now, T¯ is obviously open, but we claim that it
is also a closed subset. This follows from Lm. 4.3 (which implies that π0(Yks) is finite), but one
can also argue directly by using that Yks is locally noetherian and σs(Xks) are clopen. Now by
[SP, Tag 038B], T¯ descends to a closed subset T ⊂ Y . It is also open as T is the image of T¯ via
projection Yks → Y which is surjective and open map. Indeed, surjectivity is clear and openness
is easy as well and is a particular case of a general fact, that any map from a scheme to a field
is universally open ([SP, Tag 0383]). By connectedness of Y we see that T = Y . So Yks = T¯ .
But this last one is a disjoint union of copies of Xks , which is what we wanted to show by Prop.
2.37.
(4) The smallest normal thickly closed subgroup of πproe´t1 (X) containing im(ι) is equal to ker(p): as
we already know that this image is contained in the kernel and that the map πproe´t1 (X)→ Galk is
a quotient map of topological groups, we can apply Prop. 2.37. Let Y be a connected geometric
cover of X such that Yk¯ = Y ×X Xk¯ splits completely. Denote Yk¯ =
⊔
αXk¯,α, where by Xk¯,α
we label different copies of Xk¯. By Lm. 4.3, π0(Yk¯) is finite and thus, the indexing set {α}
and the cover Y → X are finite. But in this case, the statement follows from the classical exact
sequence of étale fundamental groups due to Grothendieck.
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
As promised above, we give examples of geometric covers ofXk¯ that cannot be defined over any finite
field extension l/k.
Example 4.5. Let Xi = Gm,Q, i = 1, 2. Define X to be the gluing X = ∪•Xi of these schemes at the
rational points 1i : Spec(Q) → Xi corresponding to 1. Fix an algebraic closure Q of Q and so fix a
geometric point b¯ over the base Spec(Q). This gives geometric points x¯i onX i = Xi,Q andXi lying over
1i, which we choose as base points for the fundamental groups involved. Similarly, we get a geometric
point x¯ over the point of gluing x that maps to b¯. Then Example 3.25 gives us a description of the
fundamental group πproe´t1 (X, x¯) ≃
(
∗topi=1,2 (π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i)⋊GalQ,i)/〈〈ι1(σ) = ι2(σ)|σ ∈ GalQ〉〉
)Noohi
and of its category of sets:
πproe´t1 (X, x¯) − Sets ≃
≃
{
S ∈
(
∗topπe´t1 (X1)∗
topπe´t1 (X2)∗
topGalQ
)
−Sets
∣∣∣∀σ∈GalQ∀i∀γ∈πe´t1 (Xi)∀s∈Sσ·(γ·s) = σγ·(σ·s)}
For the base change X to Q, we have πproe´t1 (X, x¯) ≃ π
e´t
1 (X1, x¯1) ∗
N πe´t1 (X2, x¯2). Recall that the
groups πe´t1 (X i, x¯i) are isomorphic to Ẑ(1) as theGalQ-modules. Fix these isomorphisms. Let S = N>0.
Let us define a πproe´t1 (X, x¯)-action on S, which means giving actions by π
e´t
1 (X1, x¯1) and π
e´t
1 (X2, x¯2)
(no compatibilities of the actions required). Let ℓ be a fixed prime number (e.g. ℓ = 3). We will give two
different actions of Zℓ on S which will define actions of πe´t1 (Xi, x¯i) ≃ Ẑ by projections on Zℓ. We start
by dividing S into consecutive intervals labelled a1, a3, a5, . . . of cardinality ℓ1, ℓ3, ℓ5, . . . respectively.
These will be the orbits under the action of πe´t1 (X1, x¯1). Similarly, we divide S into consecutive intervals
b2, b4, b6, . . . of cardinality ℓ2, ℓ4, . . ..
a1︷ ︸︸ ︷︸ ︷︷ ︸
b2
• • •
a3︷ ︸︸ ︷
• • • • • • ︸ ︷︷ ︸
b4
• • • • • • • • • . . . . . .
We still have to define the action on each am and bm. For bm’s we choose the identifications bm ≃
Z/ℓm (as an Zℓ-module) arbitrarily. For am’s we choose the identifications arbitrarily with one caveat:
we demand that for any even numberm, the intersection bm∩am+1 contains the elements 0¯, 1¯ ∈ Z/ℓm+1
via the identification am+1 ≃ Z/ℓm+1. As |bm ∩ am+1| ≡ ℓ mod ℓ2, bm ∩ am+1 contains at least two
elements and we see that choosing such labelling is always possible.
Assume that S corresponds to a cover that can be defined over a finite Galois extension K/Q. Fix
s0 ∈ a1∩b2. By increasingK , we might and do assume thatGalK fixes s0. Let p be a prime number 6= ℓ
that splits completely inK and p be a prime of OK lying above p. Let φp ∈ GalK be a Frobenius element
(which depends on the choice of the decomposition group and the coset of the inertia subgroup). It acts
on Zℓ(1) via multiplication by p (Zℓ(1) is viewed additively and this action is independent of the choice
of φp). Choose N > 0 such that pN ≡ 1 mod ℓ2 and let m be the biggest number such that pN ≡ 1
mod ℓm. Ifm is odd, we look at pℓN instead. In this casem+1 is the biggest number such that pℓN ≡ 1
mod ℓm+1 and so, by changing N if necessary, we can assume that m is even, > 1. The whole point of
the construction is the following: if s ∈ ai ∩ bj with i, j < m is fixed by φNp , then so are g · s and h · s
(for h ∈ πe´t1 (X1, x¯1) and g ∈ π
e´t
1 (X2, x¯2)). Then moving such s with g’s and h’s to bm ∩ am+1 leads
to a contradiction. Indeed, let s1 ∈ bm ∩ am+1 ⊂ S correspond to 0¯ ∈ Z/ℓm+1 via am+1 ≃ Z/ℓm+1
(it is possible by the choices made in the construction of S). Write s1 = gmhm−1 . . . h3g2h1 · s0 with
hi ∈ π
e´t
1 (X1, x¯1) and gj ∈ π
e´t
1 (X2, x¯2) (this form is not unique, of course). This is possible thanks
to the fact that the sets ai, bj form consecutive intervals separately such that bj intersects non-trivially
aj−1 and aj+1. By the construction of S again, there is an element s2 ∈ bm ∩ am+1 corresponding to
1¯ ∈ Z/ℓm+1 via am+1 ≃ Z/ℓm+1. We can now write s2 in two ways:
s2 = ζℓm+1 · s1 = g · s1,
where g ∈ πe´t1 (X2, x¯2) and ζℓm+1 gives an action of 1 ∈ Zˆ ≃ π
e´t
1 (X1, x¯1) on Z/ℓ
m+1 when viewed
multiplicatively Z/ℓm+1 ≃ µℓm+1 . By the choices made, the action of φ
N
p fixes the elements s1 and g ·s1,
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while it moves ζℓm+1 · s1. Indeed, φ
N
p · (ζℓm+1 · s1) = (φ
N
p ζℓm+1φ
−N
p ) · (φ
N
p · s1) = ζ
pN
ℓm+1
· (φNp · s1) =
ζp
N
ℓm+1
· s1 = pN 6= 1¯ ∈ Z/ℓ
m+1 ≃ am+1 - a contradiction.
Example 4.6. Let Xi = Gm,Q, i = 1, 2, 3 and let X4,X5 be the nodal curves obtained from gluing
1 and −1 on P1Q (see Ex. 3.24). Define X to be the gluing X = ∪•Xi of all these schemes at the
rational points corresponding to 1 (or the image of 1 in the case of the nodal curves). We fix an algebraic
closure Q of Q and so fix a geometric point b¯ over the base Spec(Q). We get geometric points x¯i on
Xi = Xi ×Q Q lying over 1. We have and fix the following isomorphisms of GalQ-modules. For
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, πe´t1 (X i, x¯i) ≃ Z(1) and for 4 ≤ i ≤ 5, we have π
proe´t
1 (Xj , x¯j) ≃ Z. Let ti ∈ π
proe´t
1 (X i, x¯i)
be the elements corresponding to 1 in Z or Ẑ via these isomorphisms. Example 3.25 gives us a description
of the fundamental group πproe´t1 (X, x¯) ≃
(
∗Ni=1,2,3 (π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i)⋊GalQ,i)∗
N
j=4,5 (Z×GalQ,j)/〈〈ιi(σ) =
ιi′(σ)|σ ∈ GalQ, i, i
′ = 1, . . . , 5〉〉
)Noohi
and of its category of sets:
πproe´t1 (X, x¯) − Sets ≃
{
S ∈
(
∗top1≤i≤3 π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i) ∗
top Z∗2 ∗top GalQ
)
− Sets
∣∣∣∣∣∣∀σ∈GalQ∀1≤i≤3∀γ∈πe´t1 (Xi,x¯i)
w∈Z∗2
∀s∈Sσ · (γ · s) =
σ γ · (σ · s) and σ · (w · s) = w · (σ · s)
}
Let G =
{( ∗ ∗
∗
)}
⊂ GL2(Qℓ) be the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Recall that Z
×
ℓ ≃
µℓ−1 × (1 + ℓZℓ) ≃ Z/(ℓ − 1) × Zℓ and so it possesses a single topological generator. Let us fix such
generator u1. Let H = ∗
top
i π
e´t
1 (X i, x¯i) and define a continuous homomorphism ψ : H → G by:
ψ(t1) =
(
u1
1
)
, ψ(t2) =
(
1
u1
)
, ψ(t3) =
(
1 1
1
)
, ψ(t4) =
(
ℓ
1
)
, ψ(t5) =
(
1
ℓ
)
.
It is easy to see that ψ is surjective.
Let U ⊂ G be the subgroup of matrices with elements in Zℓ, i.e. U =
{( ∗ ∗
∗
)}
⊂ GL2(Zℓ).
It is an open subgroup of G. Thus, using ψ and the fact that HNoohi = πproe´t1 (X, x¯), we get that
S := G/U defines a πproe´t1 (X, x¯)-set. It is connected and so corresponds to a connected geometric cover
of X. Assume that it can be defined over a finite extension L of Q. We can assume L/Q is Galois. By
the description above, it means that there is a compatible action of groups πe´t1 (Xi, x¯i), Z
∗2 and GalL on
S. By increasing L, we can assume moreover that GalL fixes [U ].
Choose p 6= ℓ that splits completely in GalL, fix a prime p of L dividing p and let φp ∈ GalL denote
a fixed Frobenius element. In our notation, ta3 7→ a via π
e´t
1 (X3) ≃ Ẑ for a ∈ Ẑ. We can view u1 in Ẑ via
Z∗ℓ ⊂ Zℓ ⊂ Ẑ. Let n≫ 0. An easy calculation shows that ψ(t
−n
4 t1t3t
−1
1 t
−u1
3 t
n
4 ) = 1GL2(Qℓ) ∈ U . Then
φp · [U ] = φp · (t
−n
4 t1t3t
−1
1 t
−u1
3 t
n
4 · [U ]) =
φp(t−n4 t1t3t
−1
1 t
−u1
3 t
n
4 ) · (φp · [U ]) = t
−n
4 t
p
1t
p
3t
−p
1 t
−pu1
3 t
n
4 · [U ].
But
ψ(t−n4 t
p
1t
p
3t
−p
1 t
−pu1
3 t
n
4 ) =
(
ℓ−n
1
)(
up1
1
)(
1 p
1
)(
u−p1
1
)(
1 −pu1
1
)(
ℓn
1
)
=
(
1 ℓ−np(up1 − u1)
1
)
/∈ U.
So φp · [U ] 6= [U ] – a contradiction.
It is important to note, that the above (counter-)examples are possible only when considering the
geometric covers that are not trivialized by an étale cover (but one really needs to use the pro-étale cover
to trivialize them). In [BS], the category of geometric covers trivialized by an étale cover onX is denoted
by LocXe´t and the authors prove the following
Fact 4.7. ([BS, Lemma 7.4.5]) Under LocX ≃ π
proe´t
1 (X) − Sets, the full subcategory LocXe´t ⊂ LocX
corresponds to the full subcategory of those πproe´t1 (X)− Sets where an open subgroup acts trivially.
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We are now going to prove:
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a geometrically connected separated scheme of finite type over a field k. Let
Y ∈ CovXk¯ be such that Y ∈ Loc(Xk¯)e´t . Then there exists a finite extension l/k such and Y0 ∈ CovXl
such that Y ≃ Y0 ×Xl Xk¯.
Proof. By topological invariance (Prop. 3.27), we can replace k¯ by ksep if desired. By the assumption
Y ∈ Loc(Xk¯)e´t , there exists an étale cover of finite type that trivializes Y . Being of finite type, it is a base-
changeX ′
k¯
= X ′×Spec(l)Spec(k¯)→ Xk¯ of an étale coverX
′ → Xl for some finite extension l/k. Thus,
Y|X′
k¯
is constant (i.e. ≃ ⊔s∈SX ′ = S) and the isomorphism between the pull-backs of Y|X′
k¯
via the two
projections X ′
k¯
×Xk¯ X
′
k¯
⇒ X ′
k¯
is expressed by an element of a constant sheaf Aut(S)(X ′
k¯
×Xk¯ X
′
k¯
) =
Aut(S)(X ′
k¯
×Xk¯ X
′
k¯
) (we use the fact that X ′
k¯
is étale over Xk¯ and thus π0(X
′
k¯
×Xk¯ X
′
k¯
) is discrete,
in this case even finite). By enlarging l, we can assume that the connected components of the schemes
involved: X ′,X ′ ×Xl X
′ etc. are geometrically connected over l. Define Y ′0 = ⊔s∈SX
′. The discussion
above shows that the descent datum on Y|X′
k¯
with respect toX ′
k¯
→ Xk¯ is in fact the pull-back of a descent
datum on Y ′0 with respect toX
′ → Xl. As étale covers are morphisms of effective descent for geometric
covers (this follows from the fpqc descent for fpqc sheaves and the equivalence CovXl ≃ LocXl of [BS,
Lemma 7.3.9]), the proof is finished. 
Remark 4.9. Over a scheme with a non-discrete set of connected components, Aut(S) might not be
equal to Aut(S).
Proposition 4.8 shows that our main theorem is significantly easier for πSGA31 .
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a geometrically connected separated scheme of finite type over a field k. Fix
an algebraic closure k¯ of k. Then
πSGA31 (Xk¯)→ π
SGA3
1 (X)
is a topological embedding.
4.2. Preparation for the proof of Theorem 4.14. We are going to use the following proposition.
Proposition 4.11. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k with a k-rational point x0 and assume
that Xk¯ is connected. Let Y1, . . . , YN be a set of connected finite étale covers of Xk¯. Then there exists a
finite Galois étale cover Y of X such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , there exists a surjective map Yk¯ ։ Yi of
covers of Xk¯.
Proof. There is a finite connected Galois cover of Xk¯ dominating Y1, . . . , YN . Thus, we can assume
N = 1 and Y1 is Galois. Fix a geometric point x¯0 over x0. The k-rational point x0 gives a splitting
s : Galk → π
e´t
1 (X, x¯0), allowing to write π
e´t
1 (X, x¯0) ≃ π
e´t
1 (Xk¯, x¯0) ⋊ Galk and so an action of
Galk on πe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯0). Fix a geometric point y¯ on Y1 over x¯0. The group U = π
e´t
1 (Y1, y¯) is a normal
open subgroup of πe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯0). As Y1 is defined over a finite Galois field extension l/k (contained
in k¯), it is easy to check that Gall ⊂ Galk fixes U , i.e. σU = U for σ ∈ Gall. It follows that
the set of conjugates σU is finite, of cardinality bounded by [l : k]. Define V = ∩σ∈Galk
σU . This
is an open normal subgroup of πe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯0) fixed by the action of Galk. The open normal subgroup
V ·Galk = V ⋊Galk < π
e´t
1 (Xk¯, x¯0)⋊Galk corresponds to a cover with the desired properties. 
We note the following easy fact on topological groups.
Lemma 4.12. Let G be a topological group (by our convention it is Hausdorff). Let V be an open
subgroup of G, let N be a normal subgroup of G and N¯ its closure. Denote by U and U the image of V
in G/N and in G/N¯ respectively. Then the map
(G/N)/U ∋ g¯U 7→ g¯U ∈ (G/N¯)/U
is a bijection of G-sets.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the obvious maps induce (G/N)/U ≃ G/NV and (G/N¯)/U ≃
G/N¯V plus we have that NV = N¯V as NV is open and so closed and contains N . 
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Let us state a lemma concerning the "functoriality" of the van Kampen theorem. It is important that
the diagram formed by the schemes X1,X2, X˜, X˜1 in the statement is cartesian.
Lemma 4.13. Let f : X1 → X2 be a morphism of connected schemes and h : X˜ → X2 be a
morphism of schemes. Denote by h1 : X˜1 → X1 the base-change of h via f . Assume that h and
h1 are effective descent morphisms for geometric covers and that local topological noetherianity as-
sumptions are satisfied for the schemes involved as in the statement of Cor. 3.18. Assume that for
any connected component W ∈ π0(S•(h)), the base-change W1 of W via f is connected. Choose
the geometric points on W1 ∈ π0(S•(h1)) and paths between the obtained fibre functors as in Cor.
3.18 and choose the geometric points and paths on W ∈ π0(S•(h)) as the images of those chosen
for X˜1. Identify the graphs Γ = π0(S•(h))61 and Γ1 = π0(S•(h1))61 (it is possible thanks to the
assumption made) and choose a maximal tree T in Γ. Using the above choices, use Cor. 3.18. to
write the fundamental groups πproe´t1 (X1) ≃
(
(∗top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W1)) ∗
top π1(Γ1, T )/〈R
′〉
)Noohi
and
πproe´t1 (X2) ≃
(
(∗top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W )) ∗
top π1(Γ, T )/〈R〉
)Noohi
.
Then the map of fundamental groups πproe´t1 (f) : π
proe´t
1 (X1) → π
proe´t
1 (X2) is the Noohi completion
of the map(
(∗top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W1)) ∗
top π1(Γ1, T )
)
/〈R′〉 →
(
∗top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W )) ∗
top π1(Γ, T )
)
/〈R〉,
which is induced by the maps πproe´t1 (W1) → π
proe´t
1 (W ) and identity on π1(Γ1, T ) (which makes sense
after identification of Γ1 with Γ).
Proof. It is clear that on (the image of) πproe´t1 (W1) (in π
proe´t
1 (X1)) the map is the one induced from
fW : W1 → W . The part about π1(Γ1, T ) follows from the fact that π1(Γ1, T ) < π
proe´t
1 (X1) acts
in the same way as π1(Γ, T ) < π
proe´t
1 (X2) on any geometric cover of X2. This follows from the
choice of points and paths on W ∈ π0(S•(h)) as the images of the points and paths on the corre-
sponding connected components W1 ∈ π0(S•(h1)). The maps as in the statement give a morphism
φ : (∗top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W1)) ∗
top π1(Γ1, T ) → (∗
top
W∈π0(X˜)
πproe´t1 (W )) ∗
top π1(Γ, T ) and it is easy to
check that φ(R′) ⊂ R, which finishes the proof. 
4.3. Proof that πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding.
Theorem 4.14. Let k be a field and fix its algebraic closure k¯. Let X be a scheme of finite type over k
such that the base-change Xk¯ is connected. Let x¯ be a Spec(k¯)-point onXk¯. Then the induced map
πproe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)
is a topological embedding.
Proof. We divide the proof into several steps to make it easier to follow.
Step 1: Increasing the field and presenting πproe´t1 (X) and π
proe´t
1 (Xk¯) using van Kampen:
For any finite extension k¯/l/k of k, the map πproe´t1 (Xl) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is an embedding of an open
subgroup and we have a factorization πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (Xl) → π
proe´t
1 (X). Thus, we can start by
replacing k by a finite extension. Considering the normalization Xν → X, base-changing the whole
problem to a finite extension l of k, considering the factorization l/l′/k into separable and purely insepa-
rable extension of fields, and using first that the base-change along a separable field extension of a normal
scheme is normal and then the topological invariance of πproe´t1 , we can assume that we have a surjective
finite morphism h : X˜ → X such that the connected components of X˜ , X˜ ×X X˜, X˜ ×X X˜ ×X X˜ are
geometrically connected, have rational points and for eachW ∈ π0(X˜), π
proe´t
1 (W ) = π
e´t
1 (W ).
Let X˜ = X1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Xn be the decomposition into connected components. For each t ∈ π0(X˜) ∪
π0(X˜ ×X X˜) ∪ π0(X˜ ×X X˜ ×X X˜)), we fix a k-rational point x(t) on t and a k¯-point x¯(t¯) on t¯ = tk¯
lying over x(t). Let us say that the image of x¯(X1) in X will be the fixed geometric point x¯ of X and
its image in X the fixed geometric point of X. For any Wk¯,W
′
k¯
∈ π0(S•(h¯)) and every boundary map
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∂¯ : Wk¯ → W
′
k¯
, we fix paths γW ′
k¯
,Wk¯
(notation as in Cor. 3.18) between the chosen geometric points by
choosing a sequence of points (and valuation rings) onW ′
k¯
as in the proof of [BS, Lm. 7.4.1]. We define
γW ′,W to be the image of this path. As both x¯(W ) and x¯(W ′) map to the same geometric point on the
base scheme Spec(k), the path γW ′,W maps to an automorphism of the fibre functor of Cov(Spec(k))
(given by fixing the algebraic closure k¯/k from the beginning). The fact that γW ′,W is the image of the
path γW ′
k¯
,Wk¯
on W ′
k¯
assures that this automorphism is in fact identity. This implies that the following
diagram commutes:
πe´t1 (Wk¯, x¯(W )) π
e´t
1 (W, x¯(W ))
Galk
πe´t1 (W
′
k¯
, x¯(W ′)) πe´t1 (W
′, x¯(W ′))
Denote by h¯ : X˜k¯ → Xk¯, the base-change of h. We choose a maximal tree T in the graph Γ =
π0(S•(h))61. Thanks to the assumption that all W ∈ π0(S•(h)) are geometrically connected we can
identify (via bijection given byW 7→Wk¯) π0(S•(h)) with π0(S•(h¯)) and in particular the graph Γ with
Γ¯ = π0(S•(h¯))61. After making these choices, we can apply Cor. 3.18. to write the fundamental groups
of (X, x¯) and (Xk¯, x¯) (the chosen paths γW ′,W are the images of the paths γW ′
k¯
,Wk¯
and we use the latter
to apply Cor. 3.18. to Xk¯). This allows us to write
πproe´t1 (X) ≃
(
(∗topv π
e´t
1 (Xv))∗
topπ1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R2〉nc
)Noohi
where (. . .) denotes the topological closure, 〈R〉nc denotes the normal subgroup generated by the set R,
R1 denotes the set of relations of the form πe´t1 (∂1)(g)~e = ~eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(g) and R2 denotes the set of relations
of the form
−−−→
(∂2f)α
(f)
102(α
(f)
120)
−1
−−−→
(∂0f)α
(f)
210(α
(f)
201)
−1
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α
(f)
021(α
(f)
012)
−1 = 1. Observe that although
a priori the elements g in the definition of R1 run through π
proe´t
1 (W ) (where W ∈ π0(Xv ×X Xw) for
some v,w), we can in fact assume that g run through πe´t1 (W ), as any π
proe´t
1 (W ) → π
e´t
1 (Xv) will
factorize through the profinite completion πe´t1 (W ) of π
proe´t
1 (W ) and we take closures at the end (see
Rmk. 3.20). Using the rational points x(Xv), we write πe´t1 (Xv) ≃ π
e´t
1 (Xv)⋊Galk and can rewrite the
above as
πproe´t1 (X) ≃
(
(∗topv (π
e´t
1 (Xv)⋊Galk,v))∗
topπ1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R2〉nc
)Noohi
where we write Galk,v to distinguish between different copies of Galk in the free product. Similarly, we
write
πproe´t1 (Xk¯) ≃
(
(∗topv π
e´t
1 (Xv))∗
topπ1(Γ, T ))/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc
)Noohi
.
The relations R¯1 and R¯2 are analogous to R1 and R2, but for Cor. 3.18. applied to h¯. Observe that from
the fact explained above, that the path γW ′,W is an image of γW ′
k¯
,Wk¯
and map to the identity in Galk,
we see in fact that α(f)abc’s appearing in R1 (and so a priori elements of π
e´t
1 (Xv)’s) are in fact in π
e´t
1 (Xv)
and are exactly the same as the analogous α(f)abc’s appearing in R¯2. This ultimately gives that R2 = R¯2.
Similarly, we can see that R¯1 ⊂ R1 by choosing g ∈ πe´t1 (Wk¯) ⊂ π
e´t
1 (W ) in the definition of R1.
Moreover, the map πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) can be seen via the above identifications as the Noohi
completion of the map
(∗topv π
e´t
1 (Xv))∗
topπ1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R¯2〉nc → (∗
top
v (π
e´t
1 (Xv)⋊Galk,v))∗
topπ1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R2〉nc
induced by the maps πe´t1 (Xv) → π
e´t
1 (X) and the identity on π1(Γ, T ) - see Lm. 4.13. We will often
abuse the notation and write ∂i instead of ∂¯i. This should not lead to confusion as for W ∈ π0(S•(h)),
the map πe´t1 (∂i)|πe´t1 (Wk¯) is equal (after restricting the range) to π
e´t
1 (∂¯i).
Step 2: Definition of distance functions and looplike elements:
By Prop. 2.56, to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove the following statement in terms of covers:
any connected geometric cover Y of Xk¯ can be dominated by a cover defined over a finite separable
extension l/k. Let S = Yx¯ be a π
proe´t
1 (Xk¯, x¯)-set corresponding to Y and fix some point s0 ∈ S.
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To ease the notation, let us denote Gv = πe´t1 (Xv) and D = π1(Γ, T ). Recall that D = π1(Γ, T ) ≃
Fr(~e|e ∈ Γ \ T ). For e ∈ Γ \ T , denote by Fe the free subgroup generated by ~e in D. It is abstractly
ismorphic to Z and D ≃ ∗eFe. At this step we want to define an open subgroup U of (∗
top
v G¯v ∗
top
D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉
nc such that the quotient space by U will turn out to be the sought set - this makes sense
thanks to Lm. 4.12. We start by defining a subgroup V of ∗topv G¯v ∗top D. Let Ov be the set of orbits
under Gv contained in S and for e ∈ Γ \ T , let Oe be the set of orbits under the action of Fe.
Definition 4.15. Let ω = ”g1 . . . gr” be an abstract (not necessarily reduced) word inGv’s and Fr(~e|e ∈
Γ\T ), i.e. each gi is an element of someGv or of 〈~e〉 for e ∈ Γ\T . To be clear: as we consider abstract
words, also the trivial elements are allowed to appear. Let us define the plain form of ω as the (abstract)
word obtained as follows: for all e ∈ Γ \ T , remove all the trivial elements 1Fe appearing in ω and ex-
pand all ~ea appearing in ω, i.e. replace all ~ea in ω by ~esgn(a)~esgn(a) . . . ~esgn(a) (|a|-times). For example,
for some e1, e2, e3 ∈ Γ \T (not necessarily different) and gv ∈ Gv, gw ∈ Gw, the plain form of the word
”gve
2
1e
−3
2 gw1Fe3” would be gv ~e1 ~e1 ~e2
−1 ~e2
−1 ~e2
−1gw.
We define the plain length of a word ω, denoted by lpl(ω), to be the number of letters in the plain form of
ω. For example lpl(”gv~e
2
1~e
−3
2 gw1Fe3”) = 7.
Every abstract word ω gives an element red(ω) ∈ ∗vGv ∗D in an obvious way. We will often abuse
the notation and still write ω instead of red(ω), especially when talking about the action of red(ω) on
some ∗vGv ∗ D-set. For N ∈ N, let us define what can be called the "set of Gv-orbits reachable in at
most N steps" as
ONv := {c ∈ Ov |∃ abstract word ω(ω · s0 ∈ c) ∧ (lpl(ω) ≤ N)}.
Define ONe in the same way. An easy but crucial observation is that the sets O
N
v , O
N
e are finite. For all
N ∈ N and each v ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we fix cNv ∈ Gv ⋊Galk − Sets that is Galois as a Gv-set and for any
c ∈ ONv there exists a Gv-surjection p
N
c,v : c
N
v ։ c. We can choose such c
N
v thanks to Prop. 4.11. In the
case e ∈ Γ \ T , we let cNe = Fe. By choosing c
N
v ’s inductively, we can and do assume moreover that
∀Nc
N+1
v ։ c
N
v . For any abstract word ω = ”gk . . . g1”, denote the index vj by declaring gj ∈ Gvj or
gj ∈ Fvj . Thus, for brevity, we also allow vj ∈ Γ \ T . Let us first define an auxiliary notion (on the set
of abstract words) of being looplike, denoted ω ∼ Ω. Namely, for an abstract word ω = ”gM . . . g1”,
w ∼ Ω⇔

ω is in a plain form,
M = 2m+ 1 for some number m ,
∀1≤j≤mvm+1+j = vm+1−j ,
gm+1 acts trivially on c
N(ω)
vm+1 ,
∀1≤j≤mgm+1+jgm+1−j acts trivially on c
N(ω)
vm+1−j ,
whereN(ω) is defined as follows. For two vertices v,w ∈ Γ, define dist(v,w) to be the number of edges
in the unique path (we neglect that Γ is directed) in T that starts in v, ends in w and does not go two times
through any vertex. For an edge ~e, let vert−(~e) and vert+(~e) denote the initial and the terminal vertex
of ~e accordingly. For any gv ∈ Gv , gw ∈ Gw, e1, e2 ∈ Γ \ T (we allow e1 = e2) and ǫ1, ǫ2 ∈ {±1}, let
dist(gv , gw) = dist(v,w),
dist(gv , ~e
±
1 ) = dist(v, vert∓(~e1)),
dist(~e±1 , gv) = dist(vert±(~e1), v) + 1,
dist(~eǫ11 , ~e
ǫ2
2 ) = dist(vertsgn(ǫ1)(~e1), vert−sgn(ǫ2)(~e2)) + 1.
Observe that this new dist(·, ·) is not symmetric in general. Let now
N(ω) =
∑
1≤j≤2m
dist(gj+1, gj) + 1.
We will say that an element g ∈ ∗vGv ∗D is looplike, denoted g ∼ Ω, if there exists an abstract looplike
word ω ∼ Ω such that g = red(ω). We will call any such ω a looplike presentation of g. Now, we define
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V to be a subgroup of ∗vGv ∗D generated by g ∈ ∗vGv ∗D that are looplike, i.e.
V = 〈{g ∈ ∗vGv ∗D|g ∼ Ω}〉.
We want to show that V < ∗topv Gv ∗top D is open or, equivalently, that the action given by the
multiplication on the left on S′0 = ((∗vGv ∗D)/V, discrete top.) is continuous. By the universal property
of the free topological product, we can check it separately on each Gv and Fe. In the case of Fe’s, the
continuity is obvious. Thus, we focus on Gv’s. For each [gV ], we have to find an open subgroup of Gv
inside of StabGv([gV ]). But h ∈ Gv satisfies h ∈ StabGv([gV ]) ⇔ [hgV ] = [gV ] ⇔ [g
−1hgV ] =
[V ] ⇔ g−1hg ∈ V . If we write g = red(ω) where ω = ”gm . . . g2g1” is in the plain form, then
g−1hg is an image of word whose plain form is ”g−11 . . . g
−1
m hgm . . . g2g1”. Thus, we see that ker(Gv →
Aut(c2mn+1v )) can be taken as the desired open subgroup of Gv.
Define U = im(V ) < (∗topv Gv ∗top D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc. The subgroup U is open as an image of an
open subgroup via quotient map. Thus, S′ = ((∗topv Gv ∗top D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc)/U is discrete. It follows
directly from the definition of a looplike element and an observation that N(w) ≥ lpl(w), that U ⊂
Stab(∗topv Gv∗topD)/〈R¯1,R¯2〉nc(so). Thus, S
′ ։ S.
Step 3: Showing that S′ is in fact a πproe´t1 (Xl)-set for l/k finite:
This is the largest step and will be divided into smaller ones.
Step 3a: Defining the elements δσ,E , θσ,E , ησ,E and increasing the field once again:
We want to show that S can be dominated by a connected πproe´t1 (Xk¯)-set which in turn embeds into
πproe´t1 (X)-set. This will follow, if we show that S
′ is in fact a πproe´t1 (Xl)-set for some finite field exten-
sion l/k. For this we need some additional notation. Let ~E ∈ π0(S1(h)) be an edge in the graph Γ with
initial vertex Xv and terminal vertex Xw ∈ π0(S0(h)), i.e. we have ∂1 : E → Xv and ∂0 : E → Xw.
For any σ ∈ Galk, we define δσ,E as an element of Gv such that σ maps to δσ,Eσ via composition
Galk = π
e´t
1 (Spec(x(E)), x¯(E)) → π
e´t
1 (E, x¯(E))
πe´t1 (∂1)→ πe´t1 (Xv , x¯v) = Gv ⋊ Galk,v. Define also
θσ,E ∈ Gw such that σ maps to θσ,Eσ via Galk = πe´t1 (Spec(x(E)), x¯(E)) → π
e´t
1 (E, x¯(E))
πe´t1 (∂0)→
πe´t1 (Xw, x¯w) = Gw ⋊ Galk,w. For E ∈ T , we will write δσ,v→w and θσ,v→w (as there is no confusion
possible). Let ησ,E = δ
−1
σ,Eθσ,E ∈ ∗vGv ∗D. If E ∈ T we will write ησ,v→w. We extend these notions in
the following way: define δσ,w→v = θσ,v→w, δσ,w→v = θσ,v→w and ησ,w→v = η−1σ,v→w = δ
−1
σ,w→vθσ,w→v.
Now, for v,w arbitrary (i.e. no longer being the initial and terminal vertices of some edge in T ), let
v, v1, . . . , vn−1, w be the unique (undirected) path in T that starts in v, ends in w and does not go two
times through any vertex. Then ησ,v→w = ησ,v→v1ησ,v1→v2 . . . ησ,vn−1→w. The motivation for this defi-
nition is that σv = ησ,v→wσw in (∗v(Gv⋊Galk,v)∗D)/〈R1, R2〉nc. Let l/k be a finite extension such that
for each edge E starting inXv and ending inXw and for any σ ∈ Gall, δσ,E acts trivially on c1v and θσ,E
acts trivially on c1w. This is possible, as there is only a finite number of edges E and it is easy to see that
the maps σ 7→ δσ,E and σ 7→ θσ,E are continuous. We base-change to l and assume l = k from now on.
This does not affect what we have done so far, because πproe´t1 ((Xv)l) = π
e´t
1 ((Xv)l) and the sets c
N
v still
satisfy the desired conditions when viewed as Gv ⋊ Gall-sets. After this base-change, we have that all
δσ,E and θσ,E act trivially on respective c1v’s and c
1
w’s, from which it follows that δσ,E ∼ Ω and θσ,E ∼ Ω
and in turn ησ,v→w ∈ V for any v,w and σ.
We have finished the step of defining the elements δ, θ and η. We want to define an action of (∗v(Gv⋊
Galk,v) ∗D)/〈R1, R2〉
nc on S′. This is to give an action of (Gv ⋊Galk,v) and ofD separately such that
the elements of R1, R2 act trivially. We declare the action ofD to be simply by multiplication on the left
(as S′ = ((∗topv Gv ∗top D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc)/U ). To give an action of Gv ⋊Galk,v, we declare Gv to act by
the multiplication on the left and need to define an action of Galk,v compatibly with this of Gv.
Step 3b: Abstract action of Galk,v0 on ∗vGv ∗D
We first define an action (as an abstract group, no continuity claimed) φv0 : Galv0 → AutGrp(∗vGv ∗
D) for any v0. This action is intuitively supposed to be the conjugation in π
proe´t
1 (X). For σ = σv0 ∈
Galk,v0 we define
φv0(σ)|Gv : Gv ∋ gv 7→ ησ,v0→v
σgvησ,v→v0 ∈ ∗vGv ∗D
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and
φv0(σ)|D : D = Fr(~e|e ∈ E1 T ) ∋ ~e
k 7→ (ησ,v0→vert−(~e)δ
−1
σ,~e~eθσ,~eησ,vert+(~e)→v0)
k ∈ ∗vGv ∗D.
Here σgv denotes the conjugation by σ = σv ∈ Galk,v in the group Gv ⋊Galk,v. This is immediate to
check that, for each σ, φv0(σ)|Gv is a group homomorphism for any v and similarly φv0(σ)|〈~e〉 for any
~e ∈ E1 \ T , thus φv0(σ) gives an endomorphism of ∗vGv ∗ D. Let us check that φv0(τ) ◦ φv0(σ) =
φv0(τσ). It is enough to check it on each Gv (and on D) separately. Let v ∈ {1, . . . , n} and gv ∈ Gv.
Then
φv0 (τ)(φv0 (σ)(gv))
= φv0 (τ)(ησ,v0v
σgvησ,vv0 )
= φv0 (τ)(δ
−1
σ,v0v1
θσ,v0v1δ
−1
σ,v1v2
θσ,v1v2 . . . δ
−1
σ,vmv
θσ,vmv
σgvδ
−1
σ,vvm
θσ,vvm . . . δ
−1
σ,v2v1
θσ,v2v1δ
−1
σ,v1v0
θσ,v1v0 )
∗
= ητσ,v0v1ητσ,v1v2 . . . ητσ,vmv
τσgvητσ,vvm . . . ητσ,v2v1ητ,v1v0
= φv0 (τσ)(gv).
The equality ∗ follows from a direct computation using the fact that for an edge v → w, there is
τ δ−1σ,vwητ,vw
τθσ,vw = ητσ,vw and ητ,vv0ητ,v0w = ητ,vw.
The first equation follows from the equality δτσ,vw = δτ,vwτδσ,vw (and an analogous equality for θ),
which holds by the fact that τσ 7→ (δτ,v→wτ)(δσ,v→wσ) = δτ,vwτδσ,vwτσ via the homomorphism in
the definition of δ. The computation for D is similar and we omit it. For g ∈ ∗vGv ∗D, we will denote
φv0(σ)(g) by
σv0g. There will be no confusion, as for g ∈ Gv0 the new notion agrees with the usual
action, i.e. σv0g = σg. It is easy to see that for any v0, v1 and g, the following equality holds
(♣) σv1 g = ησ,v1v0
σv0gη−1σ,v1v0
Step 3c: Action of Gv ⋊Galk,v on S′ – definition and independence of the choice of U -coset repre-
sentative:
We come back to defining an action of Gv ⋊Galk,v on S′. We define
gvσv · g¯U = gvσvgU,
where g¯ denotes the image of g ∈ ∗vGv ∗ D in (∗vGv ∗ D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc. We have to prove that this
definition is independent of the choice of the representative of the coset and of its lift to ∗vGv ∗D. To
see this first independence, let u ∈ V < ∗vGv ∗D (recall that U = im(V )) and write u = u1u2 . . . ut
with ui ∼ Ω. We have g¯U = guU and we see that it is enough to check that σvu ∈ V . For this it is
enough to check that σvui ∈ V . Write ui = red(ω) with ω = ”g1 . . . gmgm+1g′m . . . g
′
1” ∼ Ω. From the
definition of being looplike, we have that gjg′j ∈ Gvj acts trivially on c
N
vj for j = 1, . . . m and gm+1 acts
trivially on cNvm+1 , where N = N(ui) was defined above. We have
σvui = ησ,vv1
σg1ησ,v1v2
σg2 . . . ησ,vmvm+1
σgm+1ησ,vm+1vm . . .
σg′2ησ,v2v1
σg′1ησ,v1v.
In this computation, we have assumed that all vj 6= e. This is just to make the exposition simpler, but
it is easy to check that the following argument still works if some (~e)l appears in w. We arranged at
the beginning so that each δσ,~e and θσ,~e act trivially on the suitable c1w’s, which shows that ησ,vv1 (and
ησ,v1v) are products of elements ∼ Ω and so belong to V . Thus, it is enough to show that
a := σg1ησ,v1v2
σg2 . . . ησ,vmvm+1
σgm+1ησ,vm+1vm . . .
σg′2ησ,v2v1
σg′1 ∈ V . Let ω
′ be a lift of the
element a to an abstract word (i.e. a = red(ω′)) defined in the following way:
ω′ = ”(σg1δ
−1
σ,v1vi1
)(θσ,v1vi1 δ
−1
σ,vi1vi2
)(θσ,vi1vi2 δ
−1
σ,vi2vi3
) . . . (θσ,virv2
σg2δ
−1
σ,v2vj1
)(θσ,v2vj1 δ
−1
σ,vj1vj2
) . . . ”,
where v1 vi1 . . . vir v2 and v2 vj1 . . . v3 are the unique simple paths in T joining v1 with
v2 and v2 with v3 respectively. In each of the parentheses, the elements belong to a single group, i.e.
Gv1 , Gvi1 and so on and we view the product in each pair of parentheses (even if it is equal to the trivial
element 1Gv ) as a single letter in the word ω
′. Again, the computation was made in the case when the
~e’s do not appear in ω, but it is easy to see how to extend it to a general case and also that ω′ will remain
plain.
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Main observation now, that follows directly from the definition of being looplike and of ω′, is that
N(ω′) = N(ω).
It follows that ω′ ∼ Ω. Indeed, it boils down to checking that:
• (θσgjδ
−1)(δσg′jθ
−1) = θσgj
σg′jθ
−1 acts trivially on cN(ω
′)
vj . This is true, because gjg
′
j acts
trivially on cN(ω)vj and c
N(ω)
vj is in fact a Gvj ⋊ Galk,vj -set, thus
σ(gjg
′
j) = σ(gjg
′
j)σ
−1 acts
trivially on cN(ω)vj . Similarly for
σgm+1. Here, it is crucial that N did not increase, i.e. that
N(ω′) = N(ω).
• various (θσ,vijvij+1 δ
−1
σ,vij+1vij+2
)(θσ,vij+2vij+1 δ
−1
σ,vij+1vij
) act trivially on cN
′
v . But this is au-
tomatic, as δσ,w→v = θ−1σ,v→w by definition.
Step 3d: Action of Gv ⋊Galk,v on S′ – independence of the choice of 〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc-coset representa-
tive:
We still have to show the independence of the action of σv from the choice of the lift of g¯ to ∗vGv ∗D.
If g ∈ ∗vGv ∗ D is one such lift, then any other lift is of the form gh1r
±1
1 h
−1
1 . . . htr
±1
t h
−1
t , where
hi ∈ ∗vGv ∗D and ri ∈ R¯1 ∪ R¯2. To check the independence of the lift, we first show that if r ∈ R¯1,
then (for any v) σvri is a conjugate of the element in R¯1. This is indeed the case, as shown by the
following computation. Let r = πe´t1 (∂1)(h)~eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(h)
−1~e−1. Then
σvr = ησ,v→vert−(~e)
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(h)
)
δ−1σ,~e~eθσ,~e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂0)(h)
)−1
θ−1σ,~e~e
−1δσ,~eησ,vert−(~e)→v
= ησ,v→vert−(~e)δ
−1
σ,~e
(
δσ,~e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(h)
)
δ−1σ,~e~eθσ,~e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂0)(h)
)−1
θ−1σ,~e~e
−1
)
δσ,~eη
−1
σ,v→vert−(~e)
= ησ,v→vert−(~e)δ
−1
σ,~e
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(
σh)~e(πe´t1 (∂0)(
σh))−1~e−1
)
δσ,~eη
−1
σ,v→vert−(~e)
.
In the above computation we have used that
δσ,~e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(h)
)
δ−1σ,~e = π
e´t
1 (∂1)(
σh) and θσ,~e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂0)(h)
)−1
θ−1σ,~e = (π
e´t
1 (∂0)(
σh))−1.
This is because
πe´t1 (∂1) : π
proe´t
1 (e)⋊Galk ∋
σh = σhσ−1 7→ δσ,eσπ
e´t
1 (∂1)(h)σ
−1δ−1σ,e = δσ,e
σ
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(h)
)
δ−1σ,e
and similarly for ∂0 and θσ,e. The proof of the independence of the lift will be finished, if we can show
that, for r ∈ R¯2, σvr is a conjugate of an element of R¯2 modulo 〈R¯1〉nc. Let
r =
−−−→
(∂2f)α
(f)
102(α
(f)
120)
−1−−−→(∂0f)α
(f)
210(α
(f)
201)
−1
(−−−→
(∂1f)
)−1
α
(f)
021(α
(f)
012)
−1 ∈ R2
for some face f . Denote η = η
σ,vvert−
(−−→
∂2f
). Let us compute
σvr = ηδ−1
σ,
−−→
∂2f
−−−→
(∂2f)θσ,−−→∂2f
σα
(f)
102
σ(α
(f)
120)
−1δ−1
σ,
−−→
∂0f
−−−→
(∂0f)θσ,−−→∂0f
σα
(f)
210
σ(α
(f)
201)
−1θ−1
σ,
−−→
∂1f
−−−→
(∂1f)
−1
δ
σ,
−−→
∂1f
σα
(f)
021
σ(α
(f)
012)
−1η−1
The proof would be over, if we could show that θ
σ,
−−→
∂2f
σα
(f)
102
σ(α
(f)
120)
−1δ−1
σ,
−−→
∂0f
is equal to α(f)102(α
(f)
120)
−1
and similarly for other α’s and δ’s. It turns out that a slightly more complicated equality is true. Define
γi = γσ,i as the element of πe´t1 ((∂if)k¯) such that σ 7→ γσ,iσ via π
e´t
1 (∂i) : π
e´t
1 (fk¯)⋊Galk,f = π
e´t
1 (f)→
πe´t1 (∂if) = π
e´t
1 ((∂if)k¯)⋊Galk,∂if . Denote by v1 the vertex that is terminal for ∂2f and initial for ∂0f .
Denote also by ψ the map πe´t1 (f)→ π
e´t
1 (v1). By the definition of α’s, we have:
α102ψ(σ)α
−1
102 = π
e´t
1 (∂0)(π
e´t
1 (∂2)(σ)) and α120ψ(σ)α
−1
120 = π
e´t
1 (∂1)(π
e´t
1 (∂0)(σ)).
Multiplying the equations on the right by α102 and α120 accordingly, using that πe´t1 (∂0)(π
e´t
1 (∂2)(σ)) =
πe´t1 (∂0)(γ2)θσ,∂2fσ and π
e´t
1 (∂1)(π
e´t
1 (∂0)(σ)) = π
e´t
1 (∂1)(γ0)δσ,∂0fσ and then multiplying the left equa-
tion by the inverse of the right, side by side, we get
α102α
−1
120 = π
e´t
1 (∂0)(γ2)θσ,∂2f
σα102
σα−1120δ
−1
σ,∂0f
πe´t1 (∂1)(γ0)
−1
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We have analogous equalities for the remaining α’s and δ’s:
α210α
−1
201 = π
e´t
1 (∂0)(γ0)θσ,∂0f
σα210
σα−1201θ
−1
σ,∂1f
πe´t1 (∂0)(γ1)
−1
α021α
−1
012 = π
e´t
1 (∂1)(γ1)δσ,∂1f
σα021
σα−1012δ
−1
σ,∂2f
πe´t1 (∂1)(γ2)
−1
This is basically the equality we wanted to get, but with the additional factors of πe´t1 (∂0)(γ2) and
πe´t1 (∂1)(γ0)
−1. But observe that
−→
∂if = πe´t1 (∂1)(γi)
−1
−−−→
(∂if)πe´t1 (∂0)(γi) in (∗vGv ∗D)/〈R¯1〉
nc. Putting
this together, we see that σr equals hrh−1 in (∗vGv ∗ D)/〈R¯1〉nc. More precisely, we can take h =
πe´t1 (∂1)(γ2)δσ,∂2fη
−1.
Step 3e: Continuity of ∗Gv ∗D-action, checking that R1, R2 act trivially and the end of the proof:
We have defined an action of Gv ⋊Galk,v on S′. We want to show that it is continuous. It is enough
to check it separately on Gv and Galk,v (this follows from the description of the topological semi-direct
product as a quotient of the free topological product, see Lm. 3.26). It is clear in the case of Gv, as it is
just (the composition of Gv → (∗vGv ∗D)/〈R¯1, R¯2〉nc and) multiplication on the left (on [U ]). Thus,
we focus on Galk,v. We see that that σ ∈ StabGalk,v([g¯U ]) ⇔ g¯
−1(σg) ∈ U . Thus, for a fixed g, we
want to check that there is an open subgroup of σ’s in Galk,v that satisfies g¯−1(σg) ∈ U . Writing g in a
plain form g = red(”g1 . . . gm”) we have (in the computation below we assume ∀igi /∈ D for clarity of
exposition, but virtually the same proof works in full generality)
g−1σg = g−1m . . . g
−1
1 ησ,vv1
σg1ησ,v1v2 . . .
σgmησ,vmv
= (g−1m . . . (g
−1
1 (
σg1)) . . .
σgm)(hσ,1ησ,vv1h
−1
σ,1) . . . (hσ,mησ,vm−1vmh
−1
σ,m)ησ,vmv,
where hσ,i = σg−1m
σg−1m−1 . . .
σg−1i . Using the continuity of Galk ∋ σ 7→
σgi ∈ Gvi and Galk ∋ σ 7→
δσ,vw ∈ Gv , it is easy to check that for σ small enough, the product of brackets above is a product of
(images of) looplike elements, i.e. g−1σg ∈ U .
So far, we have obtained a continuous action of ∗topv (Gv ⋊ Galk,v) ∗top D on S′. If we prove that
the elements of R1 and R2 act trivially on S′, we will obtain that the group (∗
top
v (Gv ⋊ Galk,v) ∗
top
D)/〈R1, R2〉nc acts continuously on S′. As R2 = R¯2, it is clear that that elements of R2 act trivially
on S′ by the very definition of S′. Let now r = r(gσ) = πe´t1 (∂1)(gσ) ~Eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(gσ)
−1 ~E−1 ∈ R1
with g ∈ πe´t1 (Ek¯). If σ = 1, clearly r acts trivially on S
′. As πe´t1 (∂1)(gσ) ~Eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(gσ)
−1 ~E−1 =
πe´t1 (∂1)(g)
(
πe´t1 (∂1)(σ)
~Eπe´t1 (∂0)(σ)
−1
)
πe´t1 (∂0)(g)
~E−1, it is enough to assume g = 1 and check that
r = r(σ) acts trivially. But
r · h¯U = πe´t1 (∂1)(σ) ~Eπ
e´t
1 (∂0)(σ)
−1 ~E−1 · h¯U
= δ
σ,~E
σvert−(~E)
~Eσ−1
vert+(~E)
θ−1
σ, ~E
~E−1 · h¯U
= δ
σ,~E
·
σvert
−
(~E)
(
~E
σ−1
vert+(
~E)(θ−1
σ, ~E
~E−1h)
)
U
∗
= δσ,~E · δ
−1
σ,~E
~Eθσ, ~Eησ,vert+(~E)vert−(~E)ησ,vert−(~E)vert+(~E)
σvert+(~E)
(σ−1
vert+(
~E)(θ−1
σ,~E
~E−1h)
)
ησ,vert+(~E)vert−(~E)U
= h¯U.
The last equality uses the fact that η
σ,vert+(~E)vert−(~E)
∈ V . The equality * follows from the definiton of
the action and equation ♣.
Observe that the just defined action of ∗v(Gv ⋊Galk,v) ∗D on S′ is compatible with the natural map
∗vGv ∗D → ∗v(Gv ⋊Galk,v) ∗D and in turn the action of π
proe´t
1 (Xk¯) on S
′ comes via pullback of the
action of πproe´t1 (X) on S
′ via πproe´t1 (Xk¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X). This finishes the entire proof. 
As a corollary we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.16. With the assumptions as in Thm. 4.4, the sequence of abstract groups
1→ πproe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)→ Galk → 1
is exact.
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Moreover, the map πproe´t1 (Xk¯, x¯)→ π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯) is a topological embedding and the map π
proe´t
1 (X, x¯)→
Galk is a quotient map of topological groups.
Proof. We already know the statements of the "moreover" part and the near exactness in the mid-
dle of the sequence. All we have to prove is that πproe´t1 (Xk¯) is thickly closed in π
proe´t
1 (X). As
πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding of Noohi groups and as Noohi groups are Raı˘kov
complete, πproe´t1 (Xk¯) is a closed subgroup of π
proe´t
1 (X). By Lm. 2.32, the proof will be finished if
we can show that πproe´t1 (Xk¯) is normal as a subgroup of π
proe´t
1 (X). Observe that checking whether
πproe´t1 (Xk¯) = π
proe´t
1 (Xk¯) can be performed after replacing π
proe´t
1 (X) by any open subgroup U such
that πproe´t1 (Xk¯) < U <
◦ πproe´t1 (X). Choosing a suitably large finite field extension l/k and look-
ing at U = πproe´t1 (Xl), we can reduce to the situation as in the proof of Thm. 4.14, i.e. the map
πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) can be seen via the identifications of the proof of Thm. 4.14 as the Noohi
completion of the map
(∗topv π
e´t
1 (Xv)) ∗
top π1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R2〉nc
ψ
→ (∗topv (π
e´t
1 (Xv)⋊Galk,v)) ∗
top π1(Γ, T ))/〈R1, R2〉nc
Using the fact that πproe´t1 (Xk¯) → π
proe´t
1 (X) is a topological embedding and the fact that the image of
the natural map from a topological group to its Noohi completion is dense (Lm. 2.20), we see that it
is enough to check that the map ψ above has normal image. The only non-trivial thing to check is that
conjugating by σv ∈ Galk,v preserves the image of ψ. But for g ∈ (∗
top
v πe´t1 (Xv)) ∗
top π1(Γ, T ), we see
that σvψ(g¯)σ−1v = ψ(σvg), where
σvg = φv(g) is the abstract action of Galk,v on (∗
top
v πe´t1 (Xv)) ∗
top
π1(Γ, T ) defined in the proof of Thm. 4.14 (and basically forced by the relations R1, R2). This finishes
the proof. 
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